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ABSTRACT

William of Rubruck was a Franciscan friar who travelled
to the court of Mongke Khan at the time when the Mongol Empire
was reaching its apogee as the largest empire in the world.
His attempt to start a Catholic mission there failed.

The

report he wrote to King Louis IX of France has survived and
has proven to be extraordinarily reliable, but historians have
not

seriously

questioned

how

his

motives

influenced the contents of this report.

for

writing

William's education

and ambitions affected both his perceptions and what he chose
to

describe.

William

sought

to

salvage

his

failure

by

including information for future missions in his report on the
many

competing

Because

of

religions

this,

in

William's

the

polyglot

report

Mongol

contains

capital.

invaluable

information concerning the beliefs of Nestorian Christians,
Buddhists, Muslims, and shamans in the Mongolian empire.
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1. WHO WAS WILLIAM?

This study will examine the experiences of one man who
traveled to alien lands.

The man was William of Rubruck,^ a

Friar of the recently created Order of Friars Minor, more
commonly known as the Franciscans. His experiences took place
in the Mongol empire of the ruler Mongke Khan in the years
1253 to 1255 while the empire was approaching its greatest
power and extent.
1206

when

he

Chinggis Khan founded the Mongol empire in

unified

Mongolian Steppe.

the

various

tribes

living

on

the

The Mongol armies consisted of mounted

warriors who demanded total submission from the people they
attacked. The Mongols annihilated communities that refused to
surrender, as they did to Kiev in 1240 and many other cities.
Chinggis expanded this empire by this means until, when he
died in 1227, it was the largest empire in Asia.

The growth

of the empire continued under Chinggis's sons and grandsons.
Europeans became aware of the Mongols in the early 1240s, when
Mongol attacks reached Hungary and Poland.
Primarily under the leadership of the Catholic Church,
Europeans were also expanding through military force at this
time with the German Drang nach Osten, the Spanish reconquista

^He identifies himself as Willemus de Rubruc in his text.
After considerable debate in the nineteenth century scholars
now agree that Rubruc is the town of Rubruck near Cassel in
French Flanders.
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and the Crusades in the Levant.
advanced

within

Europe

by

Political consolidation also

means

of

military

attacks

on

heretics in Germany and Southern France, fought under the
label of Crusades.

Most prominent of these offensives were

the battles in the Holy Land.

After initial successes in the

early twelfth century, the European armies in the Levant found
it difficult to retain their holdings.

The Holy Roman emperor

Frederick II regained Jerusalem without a battle from the
Muslims in 1229.
1244.

A Muslim army then recaptured the city in

By this time, struggles between the Holy Roman Emperor

and the Papacy had reduced the influence of the emperor.

The

French King Louis IX assumed leadership of the forces of
Western Christendom when he took the cross (the emblem of
having vowed to fight in the crusades) and pledged to retake
Jerusalem from the Muslims.

Louis arrived in Cyprus in 1248

and spent more than five years in the Levant leading the
armies of the Seventh Crusade.

His armies suffered several

defeats including the debacle at Mansourah on the Nile in 1250
when he was captured with his troops.
Along with the military expansion of Europe, the Catholic
church was increasing its influence both within Western Europe
and through ever more energetic missionary activity in nonCatholic
expansion
Dominican

lands.
were

Leading
the

this

recently

thirteenth
created

and Franciscan orders.

and

century
still

church
fervent

As a Franciscan friar,
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William was interested in converting as many souls as possible
to Roman Catholicism.

His education had

prepared

him to

utilize debate against the heresies that the Catholic church
was suppressing, and he used these skills to try to convince
the Mongols of the 'correctness' of Catholic doctrine.

The

central tenets amongst the early followers of Saint Francis
were

the

vow

preaching

the

of

absolute

word

of

poverty

God.

and

Saint

the

importance

Francis

himself

of
had

travelled to the Levant in order to convert non-Christians
and,

as

we

shall

see,

William

considered

himself

to

be

imitating Saint Francis when he undertook his mission.
In as much as both the Mongols and the Europeans were
fighting against Turko-Muslim armies in the 1240s and 1250s,
and after 1242 had ceased fighting each other, they began to
exchange a series of envoys as each tried to learn about the
other's intentions and military capabilities. The Mongols had
ceased making any serious raids on Europe after 1242, and by
the end of the 1 240s Europeans were looking to the Mongols as
possible allies against their Islamic foes.

King Louis had

received envoys from the Mongols when he first arrived in the
Holy Land.

He responded by sending the Dominican Andrew of

Longjumeau on a mission that had a political as well as a
religious agenda.

Louis was upset when Andrew returned to

Acre with a demand that he immediately submit to the Khan and
begin to send the Mongols tribute.
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William of Rubruck was present when Andrew returned to
King Louis.

From Andrew, William learned of a group of German

slaves whom the Mongols had captured during their raids in
Hungary in 1242 and who were in need of a priest.

William was

able to convince Louis to sponsor him on a mission whereby he
might serve as priest to these slaves.
William began his mission by travelling to the Mongol
general Sartaq, because it had been learned that Sartaq was a
Christian.

William carried with him a letter of introduction

from King Louis asking that the Mongols support this mission.
It

appears

Mongolian,

that

the

translation

inadvertently

original letter.

of

altered

the

Louis's

letter

intent

The Mongols appear to

have

of

into

Louis's

interpreted

Louis' references to their common Muslim enemy as a proposal
for

an

alliance,^

so

they

began

political envoy of King Louis.

to

treat

William

as

a

Also, some merchants from

Constantinople had told the Mongols that ambassadors would be
arriving from the Holy Land.

They told William that if he

denied being an envoy he would not be provided with safe-

^There is some controversy over the content of the letter
from Louis. The best discussion of this is in Jean Richard,
"Sur les Pas de Plancarpin et de Rubrouck". Journal des
Savants.
1977.
Reprinted
in Croises,
missionaires et
voyageurs: Les perspectives orientales du monde latin
medieval. London, 1983.
Also helpful is the discussion by
Peter Jackson and David Morgan in the Introduction to Peter
Jackson's The Mission of William of Rubruck: His Journey to
the Court of the Great Khan Mongke 1253-1255. London, 1990.
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conduct.^

Consequently

in the early

part of his

journey

William avoided explicitly denying that he was an envoy and
Mongol officials eventually sent him all the way to Mongke,
Grand Khan of the Mongol empire. It was not until William and
his party reached Mongke's camp near Qara Qorum that they
convinced the Mongol leadership to consider their mission as
purely religious.
The

religion

carried

by

Christian

missions

William's was not unknown to the Mongols.
familiar
several

with
of

Nestorian Christianity

the

prominent

tribal

such

They had been

for generations,

groups

of

as

Mongolia

and
were

followers of Nestorianism. The great majority of Mongols were
followers of local shamans, but Christianity

began with a

better foothold in Mongolia than any of the world's other
major religions.

At the time of Mongke Khan's grandfather,

Chinggis Khan, Christianity was already better established in
Mongolia than either Islam or Buddhism.

After the Mongols

attacked Poland and Hungary, the Mongols became familiar with
European Christians.

A great many of these Christians had

been taken as slaves and were generally held in contempt,
their religious beliefs being generally ignored by the Mongol

^Rubruck I, 6; Dawson, 91.
Footnotes in Rubruck are
given by chapter and paragraph number as they appear in
Anastasius van den Wyngaert, ed. Sinica franciscana Vol. 1:
Itinera et Relationes Fratrum Minorum saec. XIII et XIV
(Quaracchi-Firenze, 1929), followed by the page from the
translation edited by Christopher Dawson, The Mongol Mission,
(New York, 1955).
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leadership.

The Mongols learned from their Muslim subjects

that there were powerful armies fighting under the authority
of the Papacy in the Levant.

Naturally, the Mongols, who were

primarily a military force, were interested in learning as
much as possible about the Catholic Christians.
In William's discussions with the Mongols under Sartaq's
command,

it

Christianity

was
a

clear

that

political

these

entity.

Mongols

This

naturally to them since each tribe in

considered

impression

came

Mongolia generally

practiced a religion peculiar to that tribe.

Even though

Sartaq's conversion to Christianity was widely known, these
Mongols

told

William,

"Do

not

say

that

our

master

Christian, for he is not a Christian but a Mongol."

is

a

William

explained this statement by saying, "they are proud to such a
degree

that

although

nevertheless they

are

they

believe

unwilling

to

something

of

be

Christians,

called

Christ,

wanting their own name, that is, Mongol, to be exalted above
every

other name".^

The fact

that these

Mongols treated

William's Christian mission as political may also be explained
by their impression that Christianity was a political entity.
At this point William made no effort to convince any of
the Mongols that the Christianity he was preaching transcended
political boundaries.

As he would see later in his journey,

the family of the Khan clearly did not share the prejudices of

^Rubruck XVI, 5; Dawson, 121.
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these field soldiers who resisted labeling their general as
Christian.

But at this point, William was still allowing the

Mongols to treat him as if he were a political ambassador.

He

allowed them to send his mission to Batu, Sartaq's father and
direct military superior and the most important leader in the
empire after the Khan.

Batu was the uncle of the Grand Khan

Mongke and his support was instrumental to Mongke's election
William discovered that both Mongke and Batu had

as Khan.

Christian wives and teachers for their sons; but when William
talked to them, both rejected the idea of becoming Christians
themselves.
William was far from the first

friar to undertake a

political or religious mission to the Mongols, and before his
journey he had learned many things from his predecessors.
Besides

Andrew of Longjumeau,

proceeded

by

several

sent

parties

Franciscans sent by the papacy.

of

by

Louis,

both

William

Dominicans

was
and

Reports from several of these

missions have survived, the most important being the Ystoria
Mongolorum by John of Piano Carpini.

John travelled to the

Khuriltai (a Mongol council responsible for electing rulers)
that confirmed Gviyiik as Grand Khan in 1245.

As a result, his

report circulated widely as a part of Vincent of Beauvais'
Speculum Hisboriale.

This mission, which was more political

than religious, was sent by the papacy as a response to the
Mongol conquests in Poland and Hungary in 1241.

The papacy
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sent three other missions at the same time, but they left far
less written documentation than John's.

John's was the only

party to make it as far as Qara Qorum, where he saw Giiyiik
enthroned as Grand Khan.
King Louis received an embassy from the Mongols when he
arrived in the Holy land in 1248 that was led by Nestorian
Christians, and William encountered at least one of these
Nestorians during his travels through the Mongol empire.

It

was in response to this Mongol embassy that Louis sent Andrew
of Longjumeau.

It was Andrew who told William of the German

slaves whom the Mongols had captured.^

William also knew

details of John of Piano Carpini's mission® and he had talked
to lord Baldwin of Hainault, who had travelled to the Mongols
as an envoy of Baldwin II, Emperor of Constantinople.^
The climax of William's journey came after William had
been in Qara Qorum for several months, when he participated in
a formal debate between Christians, Buddhists and
under the auspices of the Grand Khan.
debater for the Christians.

Muslims

William served as chief

This debate has received more

attention from historians than any other aspect of William's
journey.
Shortly after the debate, the Khan refused

^Rubruck XXIII, 2; Dawson, 135.
^Rubruck XIX, 5; Dawson, 127.
'^Rubruck XXIX, 44; Dawson, 170.

William's
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request

to

missionary.

remain

in

the

Mongol

empire

as

a

Christian

Instead, the Khan told William to return to the

Holy Land bearing yet another letter demanding King Louis's
submission.

At the start of the mission, Louis had given

William orders that the mission should be a purely religious
one, because Louis did not want to suffer the indignity of
another ultimatum.

William never did reach the slaves to whom

he

to

had

been

sent

preach.

Instead,

he

found

himself

carrying a letter from the Mongols threatening Louis with
annihilation.

From the viewpoint of William's sponsor, this

mission could not have been more of a failure.
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2. WHY DID WILLIAM WRITE THE ITINERARIUM?

The source of almost all the information available on
William's experiences during his travels is the report that he
submitted to Louis after his return.

When William arrived

back in Acre, his Franciscan superior decided William was
needed

there and

refused

to let

present his information in person.

him

travel to France to

This report accompanied

the written demand from the Khan that the French send tribute.
The text of this demand has since been lost, but by combining
William's comments on it with other known examples of such
demands from the Mongols, we can surmise its content.®
he was not permitted to travel to Louis,

Since

William found it

necessary to report on his mission in great detail.

This need

was particularly strong in light of the accompanying demand.
William's report has survived in four manuscripts and has
come to be known simply as the Itinerarium.

Unlike other

medieval accounts of Asia, it received little or no attention
during

the

Middle

attention late

Ages.

It

was

brought

in 1598 when Richard

to

Hakluyt

English translation from an incomplete source.

the

world's

published

an

It has been

published in both its original Latin and in translation many
times, and has received considerable attention from historians

®For an example see Dawson, 85-6, for a translation of a
demand for submission sent by Guyiik Khan to Pope Innocent IV
(1246).
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as a primary source on the Mongol empire.

Anastasius Wyngaert

published the most authoritative edition of the Latin text of
the

Itinerarium

manuscripts.

in

1929,

Recently,

using

this

all

work

four

has

of

the

received

known

renewed

attention through the new English translation with extensive
footnotes and bibliography published by Peter Jackson.
The Itinerarium begins with eight chapters describing
Mongol society.

They show William's familiarity with the

report of John of Piano Carpini, which also begins with eight
chapters

of

ethnographic

information.

Whereas

Carpini's

finishes with a single chapter recounting the highlights of
his

journey,

detailed

William's devotes 29

description

of

what

more chapters giving

occurred

on

his

a

mission.

Carpini's mission had the goal of learning about the Mongols
and his report shows how he satisfied that goal.

William's

goal was to begin a Christian mission in Mongolia, a goal that
he did not achieve.

Because William needed to convince King

Louis that he did not bear responsibility for his mission's
outcome, he describes his actions at considerable length.
A considerable amount of attention has been given to
William's report because of the information it contained on
the political and military structure of the Mongol empire.
But William was a religious man, primarily interested in the
religious life of the empire.

William had been sent by Louis

on a religious mission and the Itinerarium shows William's
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concern

for this.

William

was

present

in

the

Mongolian

capital during a very significant period in the religious life
of

the

loosely

Mongolian

empire.

Chinggis

joined tribal society

Khan

had

turned

this

into the center of a world

empire and his kinsmen were adapting their social life to this
cosmopolitan position.
primary

The shamanism that had served as the

religion of the Mongolian rulers was about to be

replaced by religions from the more populous civilizations
that they had conquered.
the information that

This study will carefully examine

William gathered

about

the religious

groups competing for influence with the Mongol rulers.

Then

this information will be analyzed in light of William's own
theological
mission.

background

and

his

conception of

a

Christian

From this we can gain a better understanding of

William's purpose and how his biases affected his description
of these religions.
Although William had had the opportunity to learn from
his predecessors something of the lands that he was entering,
he expressed surprise at much of what he saw and was quick to
correct any misinformation that he had received.

Before he

left, Louis had asked him to write down everything he saw and
told him that he should not be afraid to write at length.^
On

this one aspect of

William's

mission,

the Itinerarium

^Presumably, since it was William's intent to establish
a permanent mission in the Mongol empire, this letter would
have been sent to Louis from there.
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demonstrates that

he was successful.

He knew

before his

journey how powerful the Mongols were and how their society
was structured, but his descriptions of Mongol society are
remarkably observant and filled with many details passed over
by others who had travelled before him.
Although

William

demonstrated

disappointment

at

the

outcome of his mission, he never labeled it a failure.

He

carefully showed how he was carried along by events beyond his
control.

He described both the competition that Christian

missions in Mongolia faced and what would be necessary
future missions to succeed.
William

gave

of

the

for

The detailed descriptions that

religious

groups

he

encountered

in

Mongolia were given to prepare future missions to be more
successful.

Since William failed to establish a permanent

Catholic mission in Mongolia, he tried to salvage the mission
by

turning

it

into

a

fact-gathering

journey

for

future

missions.
William

indirectly

provides

information

on

his

own

theology through his reports of discussions with people he
encountered on his journey.
William

was

writing

to

an

In reporting to King Louis,
audience

that

understood

his

language and was concerned about his doctrinal orthodoxy.
When William wrote about the doctrine he tried to disseminate,
he indicated what he thought was important for a Christian
missionary to teach.

His primary concern in preaching was to
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make sure that his listeners believe in the unity of God
manifested in the three persons of the Trinity and that they
accept the spiritual authority of the papacy.

Given the time

when William was writing, it is interesting to note that he
makes no reference to any saints.

He only mentioned the

Virgin Mary in the words of hymns that he sang or when he
described religious figures that had been created by others.
William offered his prayers directly to God, without the aid
of any intercessors.
He cited few authorities, demonstrating that he may have
had limited theological training.

He cited scripture fewer

than a dozen times in his 200 page narrative and more than one
of these citations is in error.The only source besides
scripture

with

which

William

demonstrates

any

first

familiarity is the Etymologiae of Isidore of Seville.

hand

William

was not a scholar, although he did have an adequate knowledge
of Latin.

He was a simple friar who wished to spread his

faith in places other priests had not reached.

While passing

through a dangerous mountain passage, the guides who were
leading William's party asked him to write down religious
texts that could be used to protect them.

They wanted to wear

these texts on their foreheads in accordance with a common
Buddhist practice.

William wrote out the texts "Credo in

Deum" and "Pater Noster" and told the

^^Jackson, 59, n.4 and 272, n.1.

guides:
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Here is written down what a man ought to believe
about God and a prayer in which petition is made to
God for everything which is necessary for man;
therefore firmly believe what is written here
although you cannot understand it and ask of God
that He will do to you what is contained in the
prayer written here, which He Himself taught His
friends with His own lips; and I trust that He
will save you.
The theology of this statement is particularly suitable to
missionary activity.

It makes no requirements for beliefs in

specific doctrines, but only a submission to the authority of
the Christian texts which do not even need to be understood.
When dealing with simple people who have no knowledge of
Christianity,

William

said

that

accepting

the

truth

of

Christianity in principle was enough.
William may have been willing to use this simple doctrine
to convert nonbelievers,

but

Catholic

he

orthodoxy

Christians,
criticized

but

not

when

he was far more rigid about
wrote

Catholic.

Nestorian Christians

about

For

people

instance,

for reciting

Syriac, a language they did not understand.
Passion to be central to Christian

belief

who

were

he severely
scripture

in

He also held the
and criticized

Nestorian and other Eastern Christians for downplaying its
significance.

William was not a subtle theologian, but a

friar whose beliefs were best summed up in the hymns that he
was always anxious to sing for anyone willing to listen.

''''Rubruck XXVII, 4; Dawson, 146-7

He
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measured his success in his ability to convince others to
accept these beliefs.

In the case of non-Christians, this

meant simply accepting that Christianity was true,
the

case

of

Christians

it

was

also

necessary

while in
that

they

recognize the doctrines of the Roman church.
William mentions nothing about hell or damnation in this
report to Louis.

However a later traveller reported hearing

of a Friar William who had appeared before the great King of
the Tartars and we may safely assume that this was William of
Rubruck.

This report claimed that Friar William threatened

that the Mongols and every infidel would perish eternally and
be condemned to everlasting fire.^^

Since William's mission

ended with his expulsion from the Mongolian Empire, it is
understandable that William failed to mention this or any

^ Jackson, The Mission of William of Rubruck, Appendix V,
282. "According to Friar James of Iseo, he had seen the king
of Armenia relating in the Friars' house at Tripoli how he had
heard from the king of the Tartars a critical - not a
favorable - account oi the manner adopted towards him by Friar
William, a Flemish lector. When he, who had been sent with
his letter by the lord king of France, appeared before the
great king of the Tartars, he began to press on him the
Christian faith, saying that the Tartar - and every infidel would perish eternally and be condemned to everlasting fire.
He [the king] replied as one surprised at the stance he had
taken in seeking to attract him to the Christian faith. 'The
nurse', he said, 'begins first to let drops of milk fall into
the child's mouth, so that the sweet taste may encourage the
child to suck; only next does she offer him the nipple. Thus
you should have first persuaded us in a simple and reasonable
fashion, as this teaching seems to us to be altogether
foreign.
Yet you threaten [us] at once with everlasting
punishment.' The word came through the king of Armenia that
the religious who had gone about it differently found favor
with the king of the Tartars."
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similar incidents in his report to King Louis.

Given what we

see of his personality in the Itinerarium, it seems likely
that

William

may

have

preached

damnation than he reports.

more about

hell

fire

and

William was presenting Louis with

a report of a failed mission and a demand for submission from
the Khan; he would not have wanted to show that he had been
confrontational in the Khan's court.

Rather than saying that

he threatened the Mongols with damnation, William tells Louis
how

he

preached

to

these

polytheists

concerning

omnipotence and uniqueness of the Christian God.
see in William's discussions
willing to be argumentative.

with Buddhists,

the

As we will
he

was

very

But in writing to King Louis,

William always portrayed himself as extremely respectful and
deferential when meeting with Mongol leaders.
King Louis was a great admirer of the Franciscans^^ and
William was careful to demonstrate his faithful observance of
proper Franciscan virtues in as many places as possible.

In

entering the camp of infidel rulers and arguing for his faith,
William would have seen himself as following in the footsteps
of Saint Francis and Louis would no doubt have seen this
parallel between William's mission and that of Saint Francis.
The importance of humility and modesty to the Franciscans
created a great tension in William's report about a meeting

^^For information on Louis relationships with the
Franciscans, see L. K. Little "Saint Louis' involvement with
the Friars", Church History, XXXIII (1964): 125-48.
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with

the

most

important

figures

in

the

largest

and

most

successful empire in the world. How could William demonstrate
any more than a superficial observance of humility when he was
reporting about his personal auditions with the emperor of the
Mongols

to

Nevertheless,

the

most

he states

powerful

king

repeatedly

how

in
he

Christendom?
maintained

his

simple friar's garb and tried to demonstrate his humility
whenever he confronted anyone of importance.

He is quick to

reiterate that he never accepted any money or gifts, or if
they

were

forced

upon

him,

he quickly

gave them

away

to

others. The Itinerarium is filled with this internal conflict
between William showing his Franciscan humility and William
trying to demonstrate how he single handedly advanced the
cause of Christianity in Asia.
One of the more dramatic scenes of the Itinerarium comes
just before William's first audition with the Khan. Following
the Franciscan rules for dress, William walked through the
town of Qara Qorum barefoot during the height of the Mongolian
winter.

People gathered around and inquired of them whether

they "had no need of [their] feet since they imagined that in
no

time

[they]

should

lose

them."^^

Later,

because

of

frostbite, William found that he was forced to wear shoes.
This was neither the first nor the last time that he drew
attention to himself by his behavior or dress.

^"^Rubruck XXVIII, 4; Dawson, 150.
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Another dramatic example where we see how William adhered
to the Franciscan rule occurred when he described how he and
the others with whom he shared living quarters in the Khan's
camp shared their meager rations with some starving captives.
William reports, "There I experienced how great a martyrdom it
is to bestow bounty in one's own poverty.Certainly this
act of charity was noble, but in reporting it to King Louis,
William was not demonstrating the virtue of modesty.

He

repeatedly showed a very un-Franciscan pride in describing to
his readers his staunch observance of the rules of his order.
This willingness to identify every hardship encountered during
this mission makes one wonder whether the desire to observe
the

rule

of

poverty

caused

William

to

exaggerate

his

sufferings.
Many

modern

writers

have

shared

William's

polemical

interest in reciting the hardships that William endured in
undertaking this Christian mission.

But it is necessary to

ask whether the sufferings that he endured were exceptional
for a thirteenth century traveller.

Except for the length of

his

have

journey,

he

did

not

difficulties travelling.

seem

to

experienced

great

He was never sick, suffered

no

attacks by animals or men, and received aid along much of the
way from his Mongol hosts.

Any of the hundreds of thousands

of soldiers and refugees set in motion by the Mongol raids

^^Rubruck XXIX, 17; Dawson, 161.
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would

have

had

tales

of

suffering

that

would

William's complaints seem minor by comparison.

have

made

The regular

recitation of these minor or self-imposed hardships in the
Itinerarium

appears

to

be

primarily

William's Franciscan calling.

a

topos

expressing

As a good Franciscan it was

William's duty to undergo deprivation for his beliefs and he
was more than willing to detail his sufferings.
Given his goals, William was necessarily concerned with
language.
Abdullah

William
(Homo

Constantinople.

frequently

Dei),

the

questioned

interpreter

the

whom

he

skills

of

hired

in

As William became more familiar with the

local languages, he made an effort to avoid using Abdullah
altogether.
tried

to

As a Franciscan, William would normally have

preach

wherever

he

travelled,

but

because

his

interpreter was unreliable in expounding church doctrine, he
avoided preaching during much of his journey.

William relates

that if he had had a better translator he would have had the
"opportunity of sowing much good seed."^^

Even if William

had had a better translator, it is questionable how much would
have been understood by individuals whose culture v;as based on
a radically different world view.

During his first meeting

with Mongke Khan, William complained about his interpreter:

Up to this point I understood my interpreter but
beyond this I could not grasp a single complete

^^Rubruck XXII, 2; Dawson, 133.
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sentence, which showed me clearly that he was
drunk....
Then
I,
seeing
my
interpreter's
incapacity, kept quiet.
William's primary concern with his interpreter was that he
would be misunderstood.

He showed little concern for the

parallel issue, that the information he had heard may have
been

wrong

because

of

a

faulty

interpretation.

William

describes several discussions where he spoke to followers of
other religions through interpreters, and he never expressed
any doubts about what he learned of their theological views.

During his last meeting with Mongke, William emphasized
that he had not come for money and had a secretary vouch that
he had refused what had been offered to him.

He even refused

gifts that the Khan offered at this meeting but said that he
would accept an escort and provisions for his return trip as
far as Armenia.

William finished the audience by asking if he

could return to preach to the slaves, the original motivation
for

his

mission.

Reporting

to

Louis

that

he

made

this

request, even while the Khan was evicting him from his empire,
showed Louis that William had never ceased trying to fulfill
his original goal.

When William wrote that he told the Khan

that he refused all gifts, he was telling Louis that he had
remained

faithful

to

his

Franciscan

^^Rubruck XXVIII, 23; Dawson, 155.

vows.

Once

again.
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William's report remains concerned with showing how William
stayed

faithful

to

his

vows

and

how

he

was

in

no

way

interest

in

the

responsible for the failure of his mission.
As

previously

mentioned,

William's

beliefs of others was not merely to satisfy curiosity; rather
it was to examine differences that the Catholic church needed
to overcome.

We will look at how William's interest in this

goal affected what he chose to report to Louis.

Although

William wrote his report as a narrative, we will group his
descriptions of the people that he encountered in order to
examine what his attitudes were towards each one's religion.
We

will

then

be able to see how

William's objectives

writing to Louis affected what he reported.

in
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3. EUROPEAN CHRISTIANS AND MUSLIMS

William had less to say about the religious beliefs of
Europeans, Armenian Christians and Muslims than those of the
Nestorian Christians, Mongol shamans and Buddhists that he
encountered.

In

describing

his

meetings

with

Armenian

Christians and Muslims, William reveals his attitudes toward
those competing theologies. These descriptions will enable us
to judge William's skills as a reporter and how his goals for
writing affected what he included in his report.
The

Hungarian,

Armenian,

and

French

Christians

that

William encountered on his journey were all described in a
very personal way.

These were the few individuals with whom

William could communicate without an interpreter.

It was no

accident that these were among the few people described in
such

a

way

as

personalities.

to

appear

to

the

reader

as

distinct

Each of these characters in William's drama is

placed within a religious context by the religious acts that
they performed.

The way William described these acts and his

displays of evident approval or disapproval towards these
characters tells as much about William as it does about the
individuals he described.
By

William's

account,

his

Franciscan

companion

Bartholomew of Cremona was little more than a shadow following
William during the events he described.

According to the
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rules of the Franciscan order, the brothers always travelled
in

pairs

when

Bartholomew

did

they
not

engaged
obtain

in

his

missionary

authorization

activity.
to

travel

directly from Louis as William did. Rather, he joined William
in Constantinople after William had already begun the mission.
Although Bartholomew was theoretically William's equal during
the fourteen months that they travelled in the Mongol empire,
William portrayed him as an insignificant appendage to the
mission.

In the Itinerarium,

William only once tells us

Bartholomew's name; otherwise he is simply referred to as 'my
companion' {socius meus).

Although he accompanied William

during almost every major meeting that William had with the
Mongols,

William never reported that Bartholomew took any

initiative in any of the conversations.
William spent more time with Bartholomew than with any
other person during this two year journey, ard yet he did not
portray Bartholomew as a distinct personality; rather, the
only

actions

of

Bartholomew

handicaps to their mission.

that

William

described

were

William portrayed himself as the

real driving force and the reader is left to wonder whether
Bartholomew made any contribution at all.

However, when the

Khan told William that he needed to return to King Louis, the
Mongol ruler permitted Bartholomew to stay.
that Bartholomew had
undertake

such

an

William explained

been ill and was in no condition to

arduous

journey.

One

suspects

that
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William's brash, confrontational approach made his presence
undesirable, making the Khan decide on William's immediate
expulsion.

Bartholomew's more humble manner made him less

objectionable.

Bartholomew

was

the

only

Franciscan

that

William saw in the Mongol empire and yet he nowhere assesses
his religious sentiments.
After William's departure, Bartholomew was left in the
Mongol capital free to pursue William's mission.

Yet, William

made no suggestion that Bartholomew may have been able to
advance Christianity there.

William does say that when he

left Bartholomew, they parted in tears, but he also made it
sound as if Bartholomew was being abandoned, rather than that
he was himself being expelled.^®

Bartholomew was William's

companion and should have been considered his equal, but in
writing to Louis, William was unwilling to credit Bartholomew
with any accomplishments or to suggest that he may still have
been carrying on their mission.
While William was in Mongke Khan's camp and

in Qara

Qorum, William and his companion Bartholomew were directly
dependent on an Armenian monk named Sergius.

Sergius had been

a hermit in Jerusalem and had reached the Mongol camp a month
before William's party.
camp,

he treated

William says that while in the Mongol

Sergius

as his superior

disapproved of much that the monk did.

^®Rubruck XXXVI, 21; Dawson 206.

even

though

he

William was dependent
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on

Sergius

both

for

shelter

and

for

the

all-important

information on the procedures he needed to follow as a priest
wishing to gain access to the Mongol royalty.
able

to

obtain

Mongolian.

this

information

because

he

Sergius was
could

speak

William not only disapproved of Sergius as a

person, he also disapproved of Sergius's religious doctrines.
Sergius on the other hand was delighted at having help from
priests who shared his cause.

It also appears that Sergius

may have had better relations with the Mongols because he was
more accommodating of Mongol traditions than William and not
as inflexible in his religious beliefs.
Sergius had better relations with both the Nestorians and
the family of the Khan than William.

Sergius told William

that he baptized Mongke Khan, as Nestorian eye-witnesses later
confirmed.

William rejects Sergius's claim because, although

Sergius told William that he could be present at the baptism,
he was not notified when it took place.

William said that he

would not believe anything that he had not seen with his own
eyes.

William also denies that the Khan could have been

baptized because he continued to receive Buddhist and Muslim
holy men and Mongol shamans.

For William, accepting baptism

was the equivalent of rejecting all other competing religions.
He

refused

to

accept

the

easy

accommodation

of

multiple

religions that was common in Asia; for William, religions were
by necessity mutually exclusive. It may also be inferred that
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William considered it critical that the Khan be baptized by
Roman Catholics, a procedure that only

William could have

carried out during his stay in the Khan's camp.

Although

William described Sergius and other Christians as possible
allies in spreading Christianity,

William acted throughout

his travels as the sole purveyor of truth.
One criticism that William makes against Sergius is that
Sergius claimed to be able to cure the sick.

One of the

primary functions that the Mongols expected of religion was
the healing of illnesses.
became

ill,

the

Khan

When the Khan's second wife Qotai

himself

asked

something that could be done for her.

Sergius

if there

was

Sergius told the Khan

that if he could not cure Qotai, the Khan could cut off his
head.

In his attempts to heal her, Sergius forced this ill

pagan woman out of her bed and made her prostrate herself
repeatedly in front of the cross.

Sergius prepared a potion

for her by adding a powdered root of a plant, identified by
William as rhubarb, to water.
who

were

ill

violently,
miracle.

with

which

the

William

This potion was given to those

result
said

that
the

their
sick

bowels

reacted

interpreted

as

a

William recommended that Sergius use holy water made

in the manner of the Roman church in his potion since "it is
most efficacious in driving out demons".They finished
preparing the rhubarb potion by plunging a cross into it and

^^Rubruck XXIX, 39; Dawson, 168.
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leaving the cross in the potion over night,
Although William was critical of Sergius's reliance on
this rhubarb potion, he was willing to make his own suggestion
about what was efficacious in curing the sick.

William said

that when William Buchier, a French slave with whom William
had become friendly, became ill, Sergius gave him some of the
rhubarb potion and almost killed him.

William also asked

Sergius if he were a priest since "the Order of priesthood
possesses great

power for driving out

devils".

Although

Sergius answered that he was a priest, William denied that it
could be true, asserting that Sergius had neither received
Orders nor learned his letters.

William claimed that on his

return through Armenia he discovered that Sergius was a fraud;
he was actually a weaver who had received no theological
training, but William was unaware of this during his stay in
Qara Qorum.

William shared with Sergius and the Mongols the

belief that priests had the ability to heal the sick.

He

criticized Sergius for giving medicines to individuals as if
they were something holy, rather than keeping medicine and
religion separate. He also criticized Sergius for functioning
as a priest without the proper qualifications.
At one point Sergius became involved in an argument with
a

Nestorian

priest

by

the name of Jonas.

William

cited

Sergius as saying, "is it not true that on the first day the
devil brought earth from the four corners of the world and
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making slime fashioned the human body, and God breathed into
it a soul?"^'^.

William at this point rebuked Sergius for

uttering this "heretical Manichaean doctrine."

Having been

trained during the period when the Catholic hierarchy was
engaged in an all out campaign to eliminate Catharism, William
was

always

heresies.

looking

for

what

he

believed

were

Manichaean

We will see that William repeated this accusation

against the Buddhists.

William was trained to oppose dualist

doctrines and this incident led to a momentary falling out
between Sergius and William.

According to William, when they

reconciled, they agreed that William would learn Mongolian
from Sergius and Sergius would learn scripture from William.
The compromise demonstrated William's conviction of his own
doctrinal superiority.

Since Sergius had better access to the

Mongolian court than William, William could attempt to see
that the theology of the Roman church was taught to the Khan' s
family by teaching it to Sergius.
Beyond doctrinal criticism, William also accused Sergius
of

murder.

When the senior Nestorian priest

William went to him.

became ill,

Since the sacraments of Extreme Unction

and confession were not practiced by Nestorian Christians,
William

taught

portrayed

this

these
priest

to
as

the
an

Nestorian
eastern

priest.

William

Christian

genuinely

interested in learning about the Roman Catholic sacraments and

^'^Rubruck XXIX, 56; Dawson, 173.
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as a useful

ally

for converting the Mongols.

When this

Nestorian priest eventually died, Sergius told William, "Don't
worry, I killed him by my prayers.

He alone was educated and

was opposed to us; the others know nothing; for the rest, we
shall

have

all

of

them

and

Mangu

Chan

at

our

feet."^^

William received confirmation from the other Nestorians that
Sergius was correct in saying that this priest opposed William
and Sergius, but he claimed that these Nestorians may have
been coached by Sergius into saying this.
William would have had little access to the court of the
Khan

without

however

Sergius and

William

relationship.

was

his ability to speak Mongolian;

obviously

not

happy

about

this

He disapproved of both Sergius's theology and

his methods for obtaining converts.

But for all of William's

criticism of Sergius and his theology, William showed a man
who was considerably more successful than himself at getting
the Mongol leadership to accept his services as a priest.
Sergius did not

carry any letters of introduction from a

ruler, such as that carried by William.

Sergius's successes

were solely due to the force of his own personality and his
willingness to adapt his message to his audience.
The only Western Europeans that William described in his
report were William Buchier of Paris, usually referred to as
Master William, and his family.

Master William was the only

^^Rubruck XXXI, 7; Dawson, 183.
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Frenchman that William met during his journey, and he received
the most sympathetic description of any individual.
William was unique in another respect.

Master

All of the other

individuals described by William were either religious figures
or members of the Khan's family, while Master William was
neither; he was a goldsmith.

Master William had been captured

when the Mongols attacked Hungary; therefore he had been a
slave of the Mongols for twelve or thirteen years, and during
this

time

his reputation

considerable privileges.

as

a goldsmith

had

brought

him

When Friar William first arrived in

the Mongol camp, he was unable to meet Master William and his
family because they were busy working for the Khan on a giant
silver fountain.

This fountain took the form of a tree with

lions and serpents that dispensed wine, koumiss or fermented
mare's milk; boal, a honeyed drink; and
wine.

berracina or rice

Master William was portrayed as a master craftsman

responsible for producing important ceremonial artifacts for
the

royal

court.

Master

William's

speaking French at home and
native.

son

had

been

raised

could speak Mongolian like a

William was anxious to obtain the services of this

son as a translator.

As soon as Master William completed the

ceremonial fountain commissioned by the Khan, he created an
iron for the friar that could be used to prepare communion
hosts.

Master

William

and

his

family

provided

William's

mission with critical help during William's stay in Qara Qorum
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and William's description of them reflects his gratitude.
Master William was portrayed as a pious man who possessed
a set of vestments.

He also built an alter piece with a

statue of the Virgin and sculpted stories from the gospel.
The Itinerarium mentions that Master William comported himself
as a cleric, but William did not condemn Master William for
practicing
Sergius.

the

sacraments

without

ordination

as

he

did

Master William was not trying to teach Christianity

to others; he was only trying to keep it alive for himself and
his

family.

William

did

not

criticize

Master

William's

religious practice because it did not compete with missions
such as his own; rather. Master William awaited the arrival of
these missions and offered them as much assistance as he
could.

It was Master

William who provided for William's

expenses on his return journey, and he gave William a gift
for King Louis.
William described the Christians he encountered during
his journey more often as competitors than as possible allies.
Bartholomew could

have carried on William's mission after

William was sent back, but William portrayed him as totally
inept.
goal of

Sergius could have been seen as an ally in William's
converting the

Khan to Christianity,

ridiculed his efforts to baptize him,

but

William

William only portrayed

Master William in a positive way, because Master William did
not act as an ecclesiastic who would attempt to preach to the
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Mongol court.

He was a Frenchman, loyal to French interests.

Friar William saw these other Christians not merely in terms
of their willingness and skill at spreading the Gospel, but in
terms of their willingness to aid his mission.
not

interested

in

merely

seeing

the

William was

Mongols converted

to

Christianity; it was crucial that William himself obtain the
credit

for

this

conversion.

This

attitude

that

William

himself needed to get the credit for baptizing the Khan will
be significant when we come to our discussion of William's
relationship with the Nestorian Christians in the Khan's camp.
On William's route he
Muslims.

encountered

a large number of

Muslims were of interest because they were the

common military enemy of both the Franks under King Louis and
the Mongols under the Khan.

Muslims were also one of the

major competitors to William's mission activities amongst the
Mongols.
the

William was introduced to the Mongol rulers because

Mongols

misinterpreted

William's

mission,

which

was

thought to be an embassy for a military alliance between the
French fighting

Muslims in the Holy Land and the Mongols

fighting Muslims in Iraq.
William did not use the same vituperative language in
describing

Muslims as he

Nestorians

and

frequently

Buddhists.

King

used

Louis

to describe the

was

familiar

with

Muslims from his years in the Levant and in all likelihood may
have befriended some of them.

William's descriptions suggest
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that he was not concerned about competition from the Muslims
trying to convert the Mongols to Islam.

The only verbal

assault made against the Muslims that William described was
made by Sergius.

It occurred when Arigh Boke, the Christian

brother of the Khan, asked if Sergius knew the two Muslims who
were

present.

Sergius

angrily

responded

that

they

and

Muhammad were vile dogs and asked Arigh Boke why he allowed
them

into

his

presence.

blasphemies against Christ.

The

Muslims

responded

with

Arigh Boke then broke off the

argument by saying "Do not talk like that for we know that the
Messiah

is

God."^^

Later

the

Muslims

that

Sergius

had

taunted would accuse him of being unable to defend himself
with reason.
Muslims,

but

William uses this incident not to criticize the
to

demonstrate

Arigh

Boke's

defense

of

Christianity and to criticize the Armenian monk's ignorance in
theological disputation.

William was showing his readers that

skills in disputation, such as his own, were necessary for
arguing against Muslims.
In at least two places William describes discussions with
Muslims that suggest how easy it might have been to convert
them to Christianity.

The ease of converting Muslims agreed

with the example set by Saint Francis's own mission to Egypt
in 1219, where Francis was easily able to enter the Muslim
camp

and

receive

a

hearing

from

the

^^Rubruck XXXII, 8; Dawson, 186.

Sultan.

The

first
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discussion that William describes between himself and a Muslim
tells of a man who, after William explained the faith to him,
said that he wished to be baptized.
man

returned

baptism.
not

and

told

William

that

The following day, the
he

could

not

accept

His wife had told him that the local Christians were

permitted

to

drink

the

fermented

mare's

milk,

which

constituted a principal element of the diet of the steppe.

He

feared that he would starve if he became Christian and William
was unable to persuade him otherwise.

This story was written

to gain support for members of his order who evangelized
amongst Muslims by demonstrating to King Louis that there were
Muslims who might be willing to convert.
The second incident that William used to illustrate the
ease whereby Muslims might be converted to Christianity was at
the end of the debate that the Khan ordered to take place
between

the

Christians,

the

Buddhists

and

the

Muslims.

William convinced the Nestorians that the debate should center
on whether God was one or many.

Since the Muslims agreed with

the Christians on this, they would join the Christians in
arguing against the Buddhists.
debate,

it

centered

on

his

As

William described

arguing against the

the

principal

Buddhist priest, with the Muslims having virtually nothing to
say.

The Muslims did listen to William's arguments, and at

the end of the debate all of the Muslims present said, "We
grant that your faith is true and that whatever is in the
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Gospel is true, therefore we do not wish to argue on any point
with

you."^^

These

were

almost

the

same

words

that

Bonaventure reported that the Sultan of Egypt said after St.
Francis attempted to convert him.^^
In his efforts to convert the Mongols, William did not
see the Muslims as serious competition.

As William portrayed

it, the Muslims were not an impediment to evangelizing amongst
the Mongols.

William believed that missionary efforts needed

to concentrate on the polytheistic "pagan" sects.

There is an

irony in this view, because in the area of the Mongol empire
closest to Europe, the Mongol leaders would be converted to
Islam. These descendants of Chinggis Khan would set up Muslim
dynasties that

isolated

continent

would

and

Europeans from

prevent

Christian

most of the Asian
missions

such

as

William's from visiting Asia for several centuries.

^^Rubruck XXXIII, 21; Dawson, 194.
^^Bonaventura, Opera Omnia, ix, 579. "the sultan went so
far as to say: ^I believe your faith to be good and true' and
tells us that ^from that hour he always had the Christian
faith imprinted in his heart'." Quoted in John Moorman, A
History of the Franciscan Order, (Oxford, 1968):49.
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4. THE NESTORIANS: ALLIES OR RIVALS?

We now come to the religious group about which William
had more to say than any other, Nestorian Christians.

These

Christians were little known in Europe and William's text is
one of our principal sources on Nestorianism in the Mongol
empire.

Who were the Nestorians?

The original Nestorians

were the followers of Nestorius, who had been condemned by the
council of Ephesus in 431 for his belief that the human Christ
was distinct from the divine Christ.After being declared
heretical, the Nestorians were forced out of the Roman empire
at which time they then spread throughout Asia.^^
fifth

century

on,

the

Patriarch,

or

Catholicus,

From the
of

the

Nestorian church resided in Seleucia-Ctesiphon near Baghdad.
However, he exercised very little control over some of the far
flung congregations in India and China.
The Nestorians believed that the divine nature of Christ
had emanated from God the Father, while the human Jesus was

^^Rossabi, Morris, Voyager from Xanadu: Rahhan Sauma and
the first Journey from China to the West, (New York, 1991 ):25.
^^Roger Bacon, who read William's book and spoke with
William personally, says the following in his Opus Majus:
"Mortuo vero isto Coir, fuit quidam pastor Nestorinus in terra
ilia potens et dominus super populum, qui populus vocatur
Naiman, qui erant Christian! Nestorini, qui sunt mali
Christian!, et tamen dicunt se esse subjectos Romanae
ecclesiae.
Et isti Nestorini non solum sunt ibi in terra
Naiman, sed per omnes regiones usque in orientem sunt
dispersi." - John Henry Bridges, ed. The 'Opus Majus' of Roger
Bacon, (Frankfurt, 1964): I, 368.
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the son of Mary and Joseph.

This theory of the dual nature of

Christ meant that artistic representations of Jesus's human
manifestation did not represent the divine Christ.
also

rejected

the

cult

of

Mary,

which

Nestorians

was

becoming

increasingly influential in Europe. For the Nestorians, Mary
was not the mother of God, only the mother of Jesus.

Images

of Jesus and Mary, common features of European art at this
time, were absent from the art of Nestorian Christians.

A

more important result of the two-nature theory of Christ was
a rejection of the importance of the passion of Christ.

Since

God could not suffer physical pain, the torment of the cross
was suffered by the human body of Jesus.
Nestorianism was a minority religion almost everywhere it
was practiced, and the willingness of Nestorians to borrow
from indigenous beliefs and practices occasionally resulted in
a considerable variation in the way rituals were performed.
This same adaptability also allowed for a tremendous growth
under the Pax Mongolica.^''

The period of Mongol rule was the

golden age for Nestorian Christianity, when Nestorians were
more numerous and powerful than at any other time in history.
As

I

will

show,

William

hesitatingly

portrayed

these

^^"The Nestorians were more numerous and influential than
the Jacobites, and the period of Mongol rule saw an enormous
extension of Nestorian activity throughout Asia, which may
well have been more impressive than William of Rubruck, who
only met Nestorian clerics of low rank, would have allowed."
David Morgan, The Mongols (Oxford, 1986): 159
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Nestorians

as

potential

allies,

even

if

they

often

made

doctrinal errors and were lacking in morals.
William encountered

Nestorians at each of the Mongol

camps that he visited on his journey to the Khan's capital at
Karakoram.

As noted earlier, William had begun his mission by

travelling to the camp of Sartaq, the westernmost commander,
because he had heard that Sartaq was a Christian.

Contrary to

other sources, William denies that Sartaq was a Christian.
William

attributed

Christians

to

a

the story

set

of

that

the Mongol rulers were

exaggerated

tales

spread

Nestorians about a Nestorian king named John.^®

by

the

It appears

that William's denial was based on his rather narrow view of
what constituted a Christian.

Since William cites several

sources who had told him that Sartaq had been baptized and
Sartaq show both an

interest

in and familiarity with the

scriptures that William brought with him, it is likely that
Sartaq considered himself a Christian and followed Nestorian
practice.

As a rule, William had little good to say about the

Nestorians whom he encountered, but he did hold out hope since
some of them were interested in learning Catholic doctrine and
practice.

Apparently, Sartaq was not among those that William

^®It appears that William is thinking here of the legends
that had been circulating about Prester John. His description
shows that he doubts that there is any validity to these
tales. For more information on the Prester John legend that
was current in thirteenth century Europe, see Vsevolod
Slessarev,
Prester
John:
The
Letter
and
the
Legend
(Minneapolis, 1959).
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thought might be converted to Catholicism.
At

various

points

in

the

Itinerarium,

William

vitriolic in his descriptions of the Nestorians.

is

When he

discusses "Cathay" (China, which he never visited), William
says of the Nestorians living there:
The Nestorians there know nothing. They say their
offices and have their sacred books in Syriac, a
language of which they are ignorant, and so they
sing like our monks who know no grammar, and this
accounts for the fact that they are completely
corrupt. In the first place they are usurers and
drunkards, and some of them who are with the
Tartars even have several wives like them.... The
bishop puts off coming into these regions; he comes
perhaps scarcely once in fifty years. When he does
come, they have all the little male children, even
those still in their cradles, ordained priests,
consequently almost all of their men are priests,
and after this they marry, which is clearly
contrary to the decrees of the fathers, and they
are bigamists, for when their first wife dies these
priests take another.
They are also all of them
simoniacal, administering no sacrament without
payment.... When any of them bring up the sons of
Mongol noblemen, although they teach them the
Gospel and the faith, yet by their evil life and
greed they rather alienate them from the Christian
religion, for the lives of the Mongols themselves
and even of the tuins, that is the pagans, are more
innocent than theirs.

Sung China was only beginning to be conquered by the Mongols
in the 1250s.^'^

This fact suggests that the Nestorians to

whom this passage refers may have been the Nestorians whom
William

met

in

the

Mongol

camps,

^^Rubruck XXVI, 12; Dawson 144-5.
^^Morgan, 117

rather

than

Chinese
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Nestorians.
reflect

the

Christianity

The reference to the Nestorians of China may
fact
into

that

Chinese

Mongolia.

The

Nestorians
Nestorians

introduced
of

Mongolia

continued to receive missions from China, even though the
largest

population

of

Nestorians

was

in

Iraq

where

the

patriarch of all the Nestorians had his seat.
The above quotation from William demonstrates how obvious
doctrinal differences between the Catholics and the Nestorians
were interpreted by William to be errors due to ignorance.
The quotation also shows the importance that William placed on
doctrinal purity.

During his travels, pagans and Muslims were

less odious to William than Christians who did not practice
their religion according to the precepts that he had learned.
Many, but not all, of the "Nestorian" practices which were
condemned by William were contrary to Nestorian doctrine, such
as the ordination of infants.The Nestorian errors may
have either resulted from William's misunderstanding of their
practices or from the lack of control Baghdad had over the
distant churches of China.

For instance, William found at

least one Nestorian defending Buddhist doctrines:

Even the wisest priest among the Nestorians asked
me if the souls of dumb animals could escape
O "I
•^'The canons of the Nestorian church required a priest to
be at least 30 years old. see Jean Dauvillier, "Guillaume de
Rubrouck et les communautes Chaldeens d'Asia centrale au moyen
age", Histoire et institutions des Eglises orientales au Moyen
Age (London, 1983): 227.
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anywhere after death where they would not be
compelled to work. As a proof of this false
doctrine, so Master William told me, a boy was
brought from Cathay, who, judging by his size, was
not yet three years old, nevertheless his reasoning
powers were fully developed, and he himself said
that he had had three reincarnations; he knew also
how to read and write.
Apparently this Nestorian had learned the doctrine of the
transmigration of souls from Buddhists, since Buddhists were
the largest religious group in the Mongol camp.

The fact that

the wisest of the Nestorians could believe this doctrine that
was antithetical to Christian belief illustrated for William
the need to send teachers to the Nestorians.
But these same Nestorians were themselves engaged in the
same task that William had undertaken; converting the Khan to
Christianity.
Nestorians,

William

who

may

be

is

unwilling

Christian,

to
but

accept
are

that

the

clearly

not

Catholic, may beat him by converting the Khan to their form of
Christianity.

The ability of the Nestorians to obtain this

conversion seems very reasonable when one considers that the
Khan's

mother

Nestorians

and

whom

the

William

Khan's

chief

himself

had

wife

were

witnessed

faithful
attending

Nestorian services.Even though William rejected many of
the beliefs and practices of the Nestorians, he did try to

^^Rubruck XXX, 16; Dawson, 192.

^^Rubruck XXIX, 19; Dawson, 162.
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retain an open mind about their religious services.
On Palm Sunday... the Nestorians came to meet us in
procession. On entering the church we found them
ready to celebrate mass;
when this had been
celebrated they all received Holy Communion and
asked me if I wished to communicate.... they
acknowledged to us that the Roman Church was the
head of all the churches and that they would
receive a Patriarch from the Pope if only the way
were open. They freely offered us their Sacrament
and made me stand at the door of the choir so that
I could see how they celebrated, and also on Easter
Eve I stood near the front so that I could see
their way of baptizing.
William listened to both the Orthodox Christians, who were
Mongol captives, as well as the Nestorians in determining
whether the Nestorians should be trusted as allies in his
mission to convert the Mongols to Western Christianity.
Nestorians

clearly

treated

William

differently

The

as

a

representative of the Catholic church than they treated the
European

Christian

slaves

who

had

been

captured

by

the

Mongols.
One of the difficulties that William had to resolve was
whether

to

take

the

sacrament

from

the

Nestorians.

This

difficulty resulted from the fact that the Nestorians would
only permit one Mass per day to be said from any given altar.
Thus,

William

could

not

say

his

Latin

^^Rubruck XXX, 6-10; Dawson, 177-9.

mass

after

the
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Nestorians on

Easter,On

William did say

occasions other than

Easter,

mass on the Nestorian altar, showing the

willingness of the Nestorians to accommodate a priest of the
Latin church.
William considered the Nestorians one of the most useful
aids in Mongol society for the success of his mission.

At

times, Nestorian successes were also seen as beneficial for
William's mission:
I said mass on Maundy Thursday... On Easter Eve the
Nestorians baptized in the most correct manner more
than sixty people, and there was great common joy
among all of the Christians.^
William

thus

entertained

a

cautious

optimism

about

usefulness of Nestorians in spreading the Christian word.

the
On

this one occasion William saw the Nestorians baptize ten times
as many people as he reported baptizing in his six-month stay
in the capital.
But

if the Nestorians

were to help the Catholics to

convert the Mongols to Christianity, how did V7illiam reconcile
the most fundamental difference in the beliefs between the two
sects — the disagreement over the two natures of Christ?
William never directly identifies this Nestorian doctrine but

^^Jean Dauvillier, "Guillaume de Rubrouck et las
communautes Chaldeens d'Asie centrale au moyen age" in
Dauvillier, Histoire et institutions des Eglises orientales au
Moyen Age (London, 1983): 236.
^^Rubruck XXX, 14; Dawson, 180.
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he does repeatedly come back to the fact that Nestorian and
Armenian crosses never have Christ portrayed on them.
The Nestorians and the Armenians never put the
figure of Christ on their crosses, which gives the
impression that they entertain the wrong ideas
about the passion and are ashamed of it.^^
He also alluded to the Nestorian denial of the importance of
the passion when he described the profession of their faith
that they wrote for the Great Khan:

The Nestorians wrote out a chronicle from the
creation of the world up to the Passion of Christ;
and passing over the Passion they touched on the
ascension, resurrection of the dead and the coming
in judgement; in the course of this there were some
points on which they were at fault and I informed
them about them.^®

Here

William

seems

representations

of

to

have

Christ

Nestorian doctrine.

been

was

aware

related

that
to

the

lack

of

differences

in

This omission led to the question of

whether William knew the details of the doctrine of the two
natures of Christ, or whether he stayed silent hoping that the
Nestorians

might

be

useful

allies

in

converting

the

Mongols.

^^Rubruck XV, 6; Dawson, 119.
^^Rubruck XXXIII, 10; Dawson, 190.
^^Others have noticed William's lack of awareness of the
central
doctrinal
difference
between
Nestorianism
and
Catholicism. For instance Morgan states: "Although he never
seems to refer to the particular heresy that had originally
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William

is

clearly

an

excellent

source on

Nestorian

practice in East Asia and is invaluable to modern scholars,
but it seems likely that he never gained a clear understanding
of many of the doctrinal differences between the Nestorian and
Catholic churches.

For William to have obtained information

on Nestorian doctrine he would either have needed to learn one
of the languages used by the Nestorians well or he would have
required

the

services

of

a

comparatively

sophisticated

interpreter — a resource that William clearly did not have.
Lacking a qualified interpreter, William may not have learned
about the Nestorian belief in the two natures of Christ, even
if the Nestorian priesthood had given a precise formulation of
it.

William might have attributed differences in practice to

ignorance when these differences were actually based on a
precise theological structure.

When William said that the

Nestorians did not have figures of Jesus on their crosses due
to a possible doctrinal error, it appears that he did not
know, or refused to acknowledge, what that doctrinal error
was.

William appears to have concluded that the best chance

for converting the Mongols to Catholicism might be in aligning
Catholic missions with the Nestorians.
Another voyage that may add some insight is the journey

distinguished Nestorianism from orthodox Christianity, he took
a very low view of the character and attainments of the
Nestorian priests and monks that he met." David Morgan, The
Mongols (Oxford, 1986):26
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that the Nestorian priest Rabban Sauma made to Europe in 1287.
Sauma had been sent to Europe to try to gain assistance for
the Ilkhans of Iran against the Muslims in the Levant.

In

this

an

case,

we

have

a

Nestorian

priest

who

received

enthusiastic reception (although no military aid) in Rome and
who argued theology with the cardinals of the church.
hinted

Sauma

at the Nestorian doctrine when he stated that the

'divine form' of the Son derived from the Father and the
'human form' derived from Mary. Although this statement would
not have antagonized his audience, there is a hint of the
doctrine of the two natures of Jesus in this statement.
The cardinals did not pick up on this doctrinal difference,
demonstrating that the cardinals were either unaware of the
doctrinal battles from the Council of Ephesus or, as is more
likely,

were as

differences.
educated

interested

as Sauma

in

downplaying

these

Thus the cardinals in Rome, when meeting an

priest

from

the

highest

ranks

of

the

Nestorian

hierarchy, failed, as William had, to identify the central
doctrinal

difference

Catholicism.

Both

between

William's

Nestorianism
and

Sauma's

and

missions

Roman
were

interested in joining forces to their mutual aid, and a spirit
of ecumenism dominated these exchanges.
If the differences between Catholics and Nestorians could
^°see Morris Rossabi, Voyager from Xanadu: Rabban Sauma
and the first Journey from China to the West (New York, 1992):
124.
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be attributed solely to Nestorian ignorance, it would be easy
for future missions to instruct them.

If the Nestorians were

true heretics, then it would be necessary to force conversion
on them as had been necessary with the Cathars of France forty
years earlier.

A crusade against the Mongols was a far less

practical matter than the Albigensian crusade had been, and
was not an option that William was likely to want to suggest
to Louis.

Yet a third possibility was that the priests that

William met did not give him a precise formulation of the
doctrine of the two natures of Christ.

If the Nestorians

themselves were unaware of the details of this doctrine, then
it would be unnecessary to refute it and this would facilitate
teaching them Catholic doctrine. By providing information on
how

future

missions

might

use

the

Nestorians

to

gain

a

foothold, William tried to show how his mission had succeeded
to some degree.
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5. SHAMANS: THE MYSTERIOUS COMPETITOR

The shamans were the traditional priesthood of the Mongol
tribes,

and

William

made

it

clear

that

the Khan

was

a

believer in the shamans' predictions and followed their advice
in all matters.William saw the Khan as the key to mass
conversions in Mongolia and William's remarks on the shamans
carry particular significance for future missions.

Mongke may

have stated his belief that the shamans represented a religion
on par with Christianity, Buddhism, and Islam, but William
does not
theology.

portray the shamans as promoters of a competing
Instead,

William describes them

in a way that

allows the Khan to become Christian while still using the
shamans as his 'soothsayers'.
As stated before, the reign of Mongke was a crucial one
for the religious life of the Mongol empire.

All of Mongke

Khan's predecessors were primarily followers of shamanism,
while the Khans and Ilkhans who ruled after him were either
Buddhists or Muslims.Although foreign religious groups

^''Rubruck XXXV, 1; Dawson, 197.

^^Chinggis had invited both Taoists and Buddhists to his
camp and seems to have leaned towards Taoism for a time, but
he never went so far as to discontinue using the shamans as
advisors. The predictions of the shamans continued to be very
influential for the decision making of the khans.
See Li
Chih-ch'ang, The Travels of an Alchemist: The Journey of the
Taoist Ch'ang Ch'un from China to the Hindukush at the summons
of Chingiz Khan, trans. Arthur Waley, 1931. Information on
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had been present in the Khan's camp almost from the founding
of the empire, it was during the reign of Mongke that the
influence of the shamans began to
religions.

be supplanted

by other

It has been suggested that the debate between the

Christians, Buddhists, and Muslims, which will be discussed in
more detail in the next section, was sponsored by Mongke in
order to look for a new religion that might better serve his
cosmopolitan empire and which could peacefully coexist with
the Mongol folk religion.In his remarks to William it is
clear that

Mongke was a firm believer in the traditional

Mongol religion, but he saw that it might be beneficial and
even

necessary

to

make

alliances

with

the

religions

representing the larger populations that had come under his
rule.

Mongke did not actually intend to replace the shamans;

he was merely looking to align his empire more closely with
other religions, much as his grandfather Chinggis did with
Chinese Taoists and Buddhists in the 1220s.
Unlike
lacked

Christianity,

either

an

Buddhism,

authoritative

and

Islam,

hierarchy

or

shamanism
a

textual

the influence of the shamans during the reign of Chinggis can
be found in R. P. Lister, The Secret History of Ghengis Khan
(London, 1969).
^^The function of the debate as a search for a religion
which might coexist with shamanism is the central thesis of
"Deus Unus or Dei Plures Sunt? The Function of Indus ivism in
the Buddhist Defense of Mongol Folk Religion Against William
of Rubruck (1254)", Richard Fox Young, Journal of Ecumenical
Studies, 26:1 (Winter, 1989): 100-137.
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tradition.

The shamans individually attained authority based

on the accuracy of their predictions or the successes that
they

demonstrated

in

healing.

There

was

no

group

that

determined orthodoxy and this lack of hierarchy may have been
one reason why the Khan considered aligning the Mongols with
other religions.

The nature of shamanism also made it easy

for the Khan to abandon the shamans.
were prized

Since individual shamans

for their successes, the Khan was willing to

follow monks or priests from these other religions when they
demonstrated that they could make successful predictions or
heal the sick.

Finally, as the Mongolian empire grew, the

shamans represented a smaller share of those who were in the
capital preaching.
Unlike the other religious groups present in the Khan's
camp, the shamans never engaged in theological debate with the
other

religious

groups

or

with

William.

The

shamans

represented no constituency outside of the Mongols themselves,
and

therefore did

groups

as

many

of

not

act

the

as representatives for outside

other

priesthoods

did.

Of

the

priesthoods represented in the Mongol camp, the shamans were
the only group with whom William never discussed theology.
Since the shamans constituted an important opposition to his
missionary

effort,

this

failure

to

debate

with

them

is

significant. The only believer in shamanism with whom William
records discussing theology is Mongke himself.

The shamans
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may have understood that their privileged position as advisors
to the Khan was threatened and were consequently unwilling to
risk defeat in debating the better educated priesthoods of the
competing religions. Or, ignoring the challengers, they may
have remained aloof from the other religions because of their
position.
One

clue

to

William's

misunderstanding

of

the

relationship between the Khan and the shamans may come from an
error in translation.

William mistakenly equated the term

Kam, the Mongolian word for shaman, with Khan, the Mongolian
word

for

ruler,

two

etymologically

unrelated

terms.

Because of this error, William assumed that the Khan also
functioned as the chief shaman, whereas in fact, the Khan
consulted the shamans, but was not one of them.

Also, the

Khans, beginning with Chinggis, invoked the Chinese imperial
heavenly mandate.

This relationship, that the Khans believed

that they had with heaven, which was not a native Mongol
concept, may have helped to convince William that the Khan was
himself a priest.
William was not the first to recognize how important
understanding the native Mongol religion was to Christian
missionary efforts.

John of Piano Carpini devoted several

^%or the etymology of kam and khan, see Clark, Larry V.
"The Turkic and Mongol Words in William of Rubruck's Journey
(1253-1255)," Journal of the American Oriental Society, 93
(1973): 181-9.
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detailed pages to describing Mongol religious practices in his
History of the Mongols, ignoring all of the other religions
that were present in the Mongol capital when he attended the
enthronement of Mongke's predecessor, Giiyiik Khan. John's only
mention of a religion, besides the Mongol folk religion, was
of some Christians who assured John that the Khan was about to
become a Christian.
groups

and

reduces

John's briefer account ignores other
the

religious

challenge

missions to supplanting the shamans.

of

Christian

For his part, William

recognized that there were a large number of religions besides
Christianity also trying to gain the Khan's favor.

In light

of the fact that the next generation of Mongol rulers were to
become followers of other religions, this change in what is
described by these two missionaries, who traveled to Qara
Qorum eight years apart, is significant.
spent

so

much

of

his

narrative

William may have

describing

Buddhists

and

Nestorians because it was evident to him that their influence
with the Mongol court was growing.

By contrast, he seems to

have virtually ignored the Muslims, perhaps because they were
primarily influential in the western part of the Mongol realm,
rather than in Qara Qorum.
William had ample opportunities to observe the methods
employed by the shamans, and his description of their practice
is

one

of

our

principal

Mongolian shamanism.

sources

on

thirteenth

century

Under the subject of shamanism we will
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also include the living arrangements and folk ceremonies of
Mongolian herdsmen and women.

William tells us much about

Mongolian folk religious practices performed both with and
without shamans.
The primary functions of the shamans in Mongol society
were as soothsayers and healers.

As a result, these were the

functions that the Mongols looked for in the other religions
who sought to replace the shamans.

Sergius was attuned to

this fact, and this awareness was one of the main reasons why
he was more successful than William in gaining access to the
Khan's immediate family.

Since divination and medicine were

the functions that the shamans fulfilled for Mongol society,
William described in detail the procedures that they used to
carry out these functions.

William mentions two methods used

by the shamans for divination.

The first was the shamans'

skill at astronomy, including the prediction of eclipses,
which they used for determining whether a particular day was
favorable for an activity.

The second and most important

method of divination was through examining the shoulder blades
of sheep that had been burned in a fire.

William saw evidence

of this procedure each time that he visited the Khan and he
provides the following details.

^^The best description of Mongolian folk religion is
Walter Hessig, The Religions of Mongolia, (London, 1980).
This book relies heavily on sources from the sixteenth to the
nineteenth century, while William and John of Piano Carpini
are his primary sources for the imperial period.
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When the Khan wishes to do anything he has three of
these bones brought to him before they have been
burned, and holding them he thinks of that matter
about which he wishes to find out whether he is to
do it or not: then he hands the bones to a slave to
be burned.
Near the dwelling in which he is
staying there are always two little buildings in
which the bones are burned and every day these
bones are diligently sought for throughout the
encampment.
When the bones, therefore, have been
burned until they are black they are brought back
to the Khan and he thereupon examines them to see
if with the heat of the fire they have split
lengthwise in a straight line. If they have, the
way is clear for him to act; if, however, the bones
have cracked horizontally or round bits have shot
out, then he does not do it.
The bone itself or
the membrane stretched over it always cracks in the
fire. If, out of three, one is split in a straight
line then he acts.^®

The burning of bones for divination, or scapulimancy, was
known throughout both Europe and Asia and it is surprising
that William expressed puzzlement the first time that he saw
bones being taken from the Khan's dwelling.William went
into such detail about how this procedure was carried out
because he recognized how important it was for the Khan's
decision making.
Scapulimancy and astrology were both known in Europe but
not carried out by the Catholic priesthood.
common

to

many

of

thirteenth century.

the

Christian

European

Astrologers were
courts

in

the

William determined what practices he

"^^Rubruck XXIX, 27; Dawson, 164.
^^See Jackson, The Mission of William of Rubruck, 193, n.
2.
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described

based

on what was important for the success of

Christian

missions.

He

did

not

portray

divination,

the

shaman's principal social function, as contrary to Catholic
theology and did not rule out the possibility that shamans
might

continue

to

work

within

a

society

converted

to

Christianity.
Viiilliam also gives us quite a few details on the other
side of

Mongol

folk

Mongols at home.

religion

—

practices carried

on

by

He fails to identify any of these as rituals

required to appease any deities, instead portraying them as
mere social conventions.

William was an outsider and he is

limited to describing the rituals rather than explaining them.
Also, it was more encouraging to future missions to show the
Mongols as 'heathens' rather than as followers of a competing
religion.
more

It is unfortunate that William does not provide

information

on

the

beliefs

associated

with

these

Mongolian religious practices, because his description is one
of

the

few sources

on

early

Mongolian

religion

that

has

survived.
Mongolian folk religious practices described by William
can be divided into two subjects: practices performed on a
routine basis, and practices that dealt with sickness and
death.

The routine religious practices described by William

begin with the arrangement of Mongolian homes, which were
strictly segregated into male and female sides and had three
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felt idols mounted on the walls.

One of the idols was mounted

above the master and one was mounted above the mistress of the
house.

These two idols were referred to as the master's

brother and the mistress's brother.

Mounted above these two

idols was a third smaller idol, referred to as the guardian of
the house.

William mentions several other images that were

placed in the Mongol home - a stuffed goat skin standing in
front of where the mistress of the house sat, a tiny image
facing the women and servants of the household, and two udders
placed on either side of the entrance of the house.

A cow's

udder was on the female side of the house, since women milked
the cows, and a mare's udder was on the male side of the
house, since the men milked the mares.
Religious

practice

consisted

primarily

of

drinking and the making of offerings to nature.

ceremonial

The ceremony

began by sprinkling some of the drink about to be consumed on
the head of the idol over the master's side of the house.
Then the drink was sprinkled three times towards the south in
honor of fire, three times to the east in honor of air, three
times to the west in honor of water, and three times to the
north in honor of

the dead.

The final offering,

before

drinking could commence, was when the master sprinkled some
drink on the earth as its share.William frequently notes
that

the

principal

drink

of

the

^®Rubruck II, 7-8; Dawson, 95.

Mongols

was

kumiss,

or
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fermented mare's milk.

Kumiss was a significant element in

the Mongol diet and important to their survival as herdsmen on
the steppe.

The offering of a share of this life-giving

substance to the four elements is illustrative of the Mongol's
awareness of their relation to the natural world.
Two other practices show the reverence with which the
Mongols viewed their dwellings and the primal elements of the
world.

The first was the absolute taboo against stepping on

the threshold of a dwelling.
this was a capital crime.

In the case of the Khan's home,

After their second audience with

Mongke, William's companion Bartholomew tripped on the Khan's
threshold.

William was able to convince the Mongols that

since their interpreter did not accompany them they could not
have been told about this taboo, even though they had in fact
been warned on previous occasions.

Bartholomew was spared,

although he was never again permitted to enter the Khan's
presence.

When the Mongols were living in tents, the support

ropes were treated as the threshold.
The second practice was the use of fire for purification.
When envoys carried gifts to the Khan, they were required to
pass between two fires with these gifts.
the dead

were also required to pass between fires before

anyone else could have them.

In order to change possession,

items needed to be purified by these fires.
dropped

The possessions of

during

the ceremony

became the

Any item that was
possession of the
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shamans who performed the ceremony.
The religious practices associated with the sick and the
dead showed the Mongols' concern with the relationship between
individuals and the spiritual world.

The Mongols recognized

the communicable nature of many diseases and placed a taboo on
visiting the sick.
sick were exempt.
the sick

Only those responsible for nursing the
As a priest, William was expected to visit

in order to heal them.

But, as Sergius warned

William, if they were present at someone's death they would be
banished from the court of the Khan for one year.

Therefore,

they avoided visiting the ill when death appeared to be close.
Finally, we turn to the last religious practice of the
Mongols which

William

discussed: the burial of the dead.

William mentioned three types of Mongol burial.

When the

family of Chinggis Khan was buried, the exact location was a
well guarded secret.

A dwelling and a camp of men was placed

nearby to guard the tombs, suggesting that the tombs may have
contained a great deal of wealth.

Other Mongol dignitaries

were given sky

mentioned seeing one of

burials.

William

these, where the dead man was hung between tall poles and
surrounded by the skins of sixteen horses, four horses facing
each direction.
man.

Meat and kumiss were then left for the dead

Finally, ordinary people were buried in tombs marked by

round or square stones and surrounded by four tall stones
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facing the four directions.
This

brief

description

of

Mongol

folk

religious

practices, gleaned from William's account, provides several
interesting patterns.
making

offerings

respective

to

Most important is the common theme of
the

associations

four
of

cardinal

fire,

points

water,

air,

with
and

their
death.

Another theme is the ritual organization of the home.

Not

only were their dwellings carefully segregated with the master
and mistress each having their respective places, and servants
and visitors theirs, but the location of idols in key places
and the sanctity of the threshold made the home a quasi-temple
in which each space had ritual significance.
At William's final meeting with Mongke Khan, Mongke made
a pronouncement of his religious beliefs and told William that
he

wanted

William

to

return

to

Louis

with

a

message.

William's description of this interview serves two purposes —
to tell King Louis of the Khan's beliefs and to show Louis how
William behaved in the presence of the Khan.
King

Hetoum

threatened

of
the

Armenia's
Khan

with

embassy

that

damnation

Friar

might

The report of
William

bring

had

William's

report into question, but there is a doubt about when or where

^^Rubruck
VIII,
4;
Dawson,
105-6.
For
further
information on the Mongol sacrifice of horses in funerary
rituals, see J.A. Boyle, "A Form of Horse Sacrifice Amongst
the 13th- and 14th-century Mongols," Central Asiatic Journal
10 (1965): 145-50, reprinted in The Mongol World Empire 12061370 (London, 1970).
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this incident reported by the Armenians may have occurred.
Lacking

any

other

evidence

we must

rely

on

what

William

reported about this meeting.
Mongke began questioning William by asking him if it were
true that he had said that Mongke was a tuyin.^^

William

said that he had not, and the Khan attributed the remark to a
mistranslation by William's inept interpreter.

The Khan then

presented a profession of his beliefs:
We Mongols believe that there is but one God, by
Whom we live and by Whom we die and towards Him we
have an upright heart.... But just as God gave
different fingers to the hand so has He given
different ways to men.
To you God has given the
Scriptures and you Christians do not observe them.
You do not find in the Scriptures that a man ought
to disparage another, do you?... God has given you
the Scriptures and you do not keep them; to us, on
the other hand. He has given soothsayers, and we do
what they tell us and live in peace.
Mongke

was

theology

the

and

only

Mongke

Mongol
clearly

with

whom

indicated

believed in a single supreme being.
folk

religion^^

agree

with

William
that

discussed

the

Mongols

Later studies of Mongol

Mongke's

statement

that

the

^^William's term for the Buddhists, ' tuyins' , comes from
the Chinese tao-jen, 'men of the path.'
Juvaini similarly
uses tuyin to refer to the Buddhist priests in the Mongol
camp. See Jackson, The Mission of Friar William of Rubruck,
164, n. 3.
^^Rubruck XXXIV, 2; Dawson, 195.
^^See Walter Hessig, "The Shamanism of the Mongols" in
The Religions of Mongolia (London, 1980), 6-23.
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Mongols believed in a supreme being who was called mongke
tengri.

However, this supreme being presided over a pantheon

of spirits and this pantheon surely was significant to the
Mongols when William visited.

William made no mention of any

Mongol beliefs in minor divinities associated with any of the
household
commented.

idols

or

compass

directions

upon

which

he

had

He ignored the theological basis of the Mongol

folk religious practices because it was in his interest to
show that the Khan was a monotheist who might be willing to
accept Christianity, even if he did not currently do so.
Although
soothsayers^^,

William
the

depicted

principal

the

shamans

means that

they

only

employed

as
in

their predictions and in their cures were communications with
the spiritual realm.

The powers that they employed existed

outside of their own persons.

If indeed Mongke was looking

for a single major religion that would be able to accommodate
shamanism,

William

appears sensitive to this fact

depiction of this religion.

in his

William conveniently ignored (or

may even have been ignorant of) any aspects of Mongol religion
that

might

conflict

with

Christian theology.

He instead

concentrated on the superficial elements of the ceremonies
that did not appear to be in opposition to the theology that
William's audience, the pious King Louis, believed in.

^^The
divini.

Latin

term

used

throughout

the

Itinerarium

is
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6. BUDDHISTS AND THE GREAT DEBATE

In describing the newly built Mongol capital of Qara
Qorum, William mentions a small church at the edge of town,
two

mosques

and

twelve

pagan

temples.

He

did

not

give

specific differences between the religions of East Asia, but
presumably since the only religion which he names are the
tuyins or Buddhists, many or all of these temples must have
belonged to them.

Buddhists were a numerous and influential

element in both the Khan's capital and in his camps.

It

appears likely from both the Ibinerarium as well as Chinese
sources that the number of Buddhist monks exceeded the number
of

clergy

from

all

other

religions

combined.

William

mentioned that there were many pagan sects in Mongolia, but he
implied that he was talking about different sects of Buddhists
rather than multiple religions.
clear in

One of the few things that is

William's description of the tuyins is that his

principal source of information was observation, which left
him unsure about the relationships between various religious
groups.

He leaves little doubt, however, that in the Mongol

camp, the Buddhists were a large and powerful group whose
members had ready access to the Khan and his family.
Founded
century
cultural

B.C.,
life

in

India

Buddhism
for

by

Gautama

had

almost

been

1000

Sakyamuni
a

major

years

by

in

part

the

fifth

of

China's

the time

William
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arrived in Qara Qorum.
India

through

Buddhism had travelled north from

Afghanistan

and

entered

China

from

the

northwest, an area that still was among the strongest centers
of East Asian Buddhism.

With its core organizational strength

in its monastic communities, Buddhism had its golden era in
China

under

the T'ang

dynasty (624-907

A.D.).

The

most

important Chinese city for Buddhist monasteries, Dunhuang, was
also an important city in the Hsi-Hsia empire.

When Chinggis

Khan turned the Hsi-Hsia empire into a tributary kingdom in
1209,

the

Mongol

empire

population of Buddhists.
Empire

took

Buddhists.

over the

gained

its

first

significant

Between 1211 and 1234 the Mongolian

Chin

Empire,

thus

adding

even

more

These Chinese provinces were the most populous

part of the Mongol realm.

Their cultural and economic links

to the Mongols and other steppe nomads went back long before
the

Mongols

took them

over.^^

Although

Confucianism

and

Taoism had made a comeback in Chinese society during the Sung
Dynasty (960-1279 A.D.), Buddhism still received support from
the rulers and the intelligentsia in the Chin empire (11151234 A.D) to the north.
Mongols,

After they came under the rule of the

these same elite cadres were frequently

used

as

^^See Sechin Jagchid and Van Jay Symons, Peace, War, and
Trade along the Great Wall: Nomadic-Chinese Interaction
through Two Millenia (Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1989), or
Thomas J. Barfield, The Perilous Frontier: Nomadic Empires and
China (Cambridge, Mass., 1989), for descriptions of the
relations between the Chinese empire and the northern nomadic
tribes.
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administrators of the Chinese provinces.
Confucian

administrators

practiced

Often these Chinese

Buddhism

privately

would retire to Buddhist monasteries late in life.

and

It does

not appear that Buddhism was practiced by any of the steppe
nomads prior to the Mongol raids on China.

Thus there is a

correlation between the conquest of agrarian civilizations by
Chinggis Khan and his successors and the later conversion of
the Mongolian people to Buddhism.
Besides China, a second Buddhist influence came from the
Tibetan tribes who were feeling the pressure of sharing a
border with the conquering Mongol armies.
began

their

conquests,

Tibet

had

no

When the Mongols
central

political

authority, but the Mongols reunified it under their rule.
From the time they started raiding Tibet in 1246 and into the
1270s the Mongols increasingly subjected this high plateau.
Tibet was a sparsely populated region and by far its most
significant influence on the Mongols was the adoption of the
Tibetan form of Buddhism by Kubilai Khan and his successors.
The Tibetans had imported Buddhism from India and modified it
differently than did the urban population of China.
more

sparsely

populated

Tibet,

the

Buddhist

In the
monastic

^^The description of Tibetan Buddhism and its relation to
the Mongol conquest is primarily derived form Luciano Petech,
"Tibetan Relations with Sung China and with the Mongols", in
China among Equals: The Middle Kingdom and its Neighbors,
1Oth-14bh Centuries, ed. by Morris Rossibi (Berkeley-Los
Angeles-London, 1983):173-203.
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institutions provided an important civilizing function.

When

the

just

Mongols

completing

arrived

the

in

Tibet,

conversion

of

the

the

Buddhists

Tibetan

were

people.

Their

alliance with the Mongols provided the Buddhists with the
political power needed to complete their elimination of the
native Tibetan shamans, known as Bon shamans.
The Tibetans had

more

in common culturally

with the

Mongols than with the sedentary Chinese, since both Tibetans
and Mongols were societies of nomadic herdsmen.
held

that

'barbarian'

nomadic

cultures

were

The Chinese
inherently

inferior to Chinese agrarian culture under its unified state
government.

As long as the Mongols retained their identity as

a nomadic race, the Chinese would never considered them as
their equals.

However, this was not true with the Tibetans

who recognized the Mongols as equals and even superiors.
Cultural similarity made the Tibetan form of Buddhism
more attractive to the Mongols than Chinese Buddhism. For
instance, Tibetan Buddhism was more concerned with divination
and healing than the more meditative Chinese Buddhism.

In

Tibet, the struggles to replace the Bon shamans had resulted
in the Buddhist monks absorbing many of the social functions
that the shamans had formerly filled.

Tibetan lamas were

therefore able to fulfill the traditional role that the Mongol
shamans had occupied in Mongol society.

Tibetan Buddhism was

therefore an attractive choice for the Mongol rulers.

The
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existence

of

Tibetan

Buddhism,

a

major

world

religion

practiced in large areas conquered by the Mongols, but adapted
to the needs of a nomadic social system, gave Buddhism the
advantage in the competition for a religion that the Mongol
elite could favor.

The religion that the Mongols adopted in

the western half of their empire, Islam, also had been adopted
by other nomadic societies.

As the Mongols looked to align

themselves with religions that had links to the more populous
urban

cultures,

religions

that

nomadic societies had more appeal.

already

had

followings

in

It appears that the Mongol

leaders looked for religions that both aligned them with their
subject lands while satisfying the religious needs of their
own migrant tribesmen.
William

often

uses

the

term

'idolater'

(ydolatram)

instead of tuyin and it is necessary to determine whether
William might have lumped other Asian religions in with the
Buddhists.

We know that Taoists from China had been very

influential with Chinggis Khan in the 1220s and Taoists tried
to

gain

influence

with

subsequent

Khans.

Mongke

Khan

appointed an important Taoist, Li Chih-ch'ang, as one of his
principle advisors in 1251.

Since William's debate was held

in 1254, Taoists were surely present in Mongke's camp.

The

Chinese Buddhist priests wore yellow robes, while the Tibetans
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wore red.^^

William mentions a conversation with a priest

from "Cataia" who was dressed in a cloth of the finest red.
William said that Cataia was on the ocean and that they had no
vines there but instead made a drink from rice.^^

William

W. Rockhill, an English scholar of China and Inner Asian,
proposed that the priest from Cataia was actually a Tibetan
lama and Peter Jackson argued against this suggesting that he
may have been a Christian.

It appears that Cataia was the

Cathay of Marco Polo, our modern China, and it would make
sense that a wealthy priest from China in the Mongol camp
dressed

in red was a Taoist.

Rockhill

ignored

specific statement that this priest was from China.

William's
Although

there were Nestorians in China, the suggestion of wealth makes
it unlikely that this priest was a representative of this
small

and

inconsequential

group.

This

identification

is

speculative, but it is the only place in the Itinerarium where
it appears that William was more than likely talking to a
Taoist.

Just

because

William

sometimes

used

the

term

'idolater' and sometimes specifically referred to buyins does
not mean that he did not encounter any of the other East Asian

^^William Rockhill discusses the differences in the dress
of the Chinese and Tibetan Buddhists in The Journey of William
of Rubruck to the Eastern Parts of the World, 1253-55,
(London, 1900): 145, n. 2.
^^Rubruck XXIX, 47; Dawson 171; See Jackson, The Mission
of Friar William of Rubruck, 202, n. 1, for the arguments for
these views by Rockhill and Jackson.
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religions represented in the Mongol capital.
Chinese sources that
Chinese

religions

descriptions
numerous

on

and

must

there were followers of these other

present.

the

We know from

tuyins

not

William
because

have

been

concentrated

Taoists

seen

as

were

his

not

as

competitors

to

Christian missionary efforts.
Chinese

sources

describe

major

debates

held

between

Taoists and Buddhists in Mongke Khan's camp in 1255, 1256 and
1258.^®

The fact that the Taoists did not participate as a

party in the debate in which William participated suggests
that Mongke was not interested in hearing their views.

In

these debates held between Taoists and Buddhists, it is clear
that the Taoists were operating at a distinct disadvantage
because the Mongols already favored the Buddhists.

These

debates between Chinese Buddhists and Taoists were not held to
find

which

religion

might

serve

the

Mongol

rulers

best;

rather, they were an attempt to resolve disputes over which
these groups had been arguing since the reign of Chinggis.
The

fact

ceremonies

that
for

the

Taoists

Mongke

may

were
explain

not
why

called
William

to

perform

failed

to

differentiate Taoists from Buddhists in his general category

^®Our chief source on these debates is the Chih-yuan
pien-wei lu. This source shows a strong Buddhist bias, but
the debates are mentioned elsewhere. For further information,
see Noritada Kubo, "Prolegomena on the Study of the
Controversies between Buddhists and Taoists in the Yuan
Period", Memoirs of the Research Department of Toyo Bunko 26
(1968): 39-41.
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of 'idolaters'.
At first it seems strange that the Taoists appear to have
been so prominent in the Chinese descriptions of Mongke's
court,

while

religious

William,

groups,

who was normally

makes

no

explicit

very

observant of

mention

of

them.

Throughout the Itinerarium William is concerned with those
religious groups that the Khan and his family were seen to
favor.

These were the groups which might offer an impediment

to future Christian missions.

The Taoists may have occupied

important political posts, but their absence from William's
report

suggests

that

they

v/ere

not

an

influence

in

the

religious life of the Khan's family.
Of the Buddhists, William differentiates one sect, that
of

the

Uighurs.^^

He

states

that,

through

debate

with

Christians and Muslims, the Uighurs came to believe in only
one God.

William recognizes the importance that the Uighurs

held for the Mongols, being the first city dwellers whom they
conquered. The Uighurs provided the Nestorians, who were used
as scribes by the Mongolians, with the first phonetic alphabet
for Mongolian. William's discussion of the Uighurs identifies
them

as

a group separate

from

the

theology is closer to Christianity.

other

idolaters

whose

As we have seen, William

tried to show that politically prominent groups had beliefs
that were already "close" to Catholic theology.

^^Rubruck XXIV, 3; Dawson, 138.

William's
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concern with Uighur theology aligns well with what we know of
the prominent role that the Uighurs had in the administration
of the Mongolian

empire.

Since the Uighurs were such a

politically influential group in the Mongol empire, it was
important to William to demonstrate that the Uighurs might be
easy

to convert

to

Christianity.

William

may

have only

specifically identified the Uighurs as a distinct sect of
Buddhists, but there were other Buddhist sects within the
Mongol camp.

William specifically mentions that the Uighurs

wore saffron robes like the Chinese, suggesting that he did
observe other religious groups dressed differently.
William may only mention the Buddhists who wore yellow
robes from China, but there must also have been Buddhists in
red robes from Tibet.

He recounts several wondrous tales

about the life and society of Tibet told to him by travellers
who claim to have been witnesses.

William therefore appears

to have had firsthand discussions with Tibetans while in Qara
Qorum,

Kubilai, Mongke's brother and successor, invited the

most renowned of the Tibetan Buddhist monks, Sa-skya Pandita,
to visit him early in 1253.

Since Sa-skya Pandita had died in

1251, his nephew, the 'Phags-pa lama, took his p l a c e . T h e
'Phags-pa lama must have first met Kubilai about the same time
that William was visiting Mongke's court and this lama was to

^^Morris Rossabi,
(Berkeley, 1988): 40.

Kubilai

Khan:

His

Life

and

Times
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enjoy a long and influential career as one of Kubilai's chief
advisors.

It may have been members of the 'Phags-pa's party

who gave William the information he reported on Tibet.
The differentiation between Chinese and Tibetan Buddhists
was

to

become

significant

later,

as

the

Tibetans

gained

influence with the Mongols to the exclusion of the Chinese.
In William's description, it was Buddhists in yellow robes who
were seen most frequently in the Khan's court.

The Chinese

Buddhists must still have been more prominent than the Tibetan
Buddhists when William was there.

It was a Chinese Buddhist

who led both the debate against William and the later debates
against

the Taoists,

but

when

Mongke's

successor

Kubilai

actively took up Buddhist practice, it was Tibetans who filled
his court.
Like his descriptions of the Nestorians and the Shamans,
William's description of the Buddhist ceremonies and temples
shows his keen observational skills.

He begins by describing

the rites common to all of the sects including the Uighurs.
They worshiped facing northwards with hands clasped and they
would kneel and place their foreheads on their hands.

When

they were in their temples, they kept their heads uncovered
and observed silence.

They would sit on the ground in rows in

the temples, holding books that they would deposit from time
to time on the benches placed in front of them.
shaved

their heads

and

beards completely,

and

The priests
dressed

in
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saffron robes and lived in communities of a hundred or even
two hundred while observing chastity.

They carried with them

strings of beads, like rosaries, wherever they went and they
kept repeating Ou mani baccam.

This phrase was William's

transliteration of the famous chant

' Om

mani

padme hum',

meaning "Hail to the Jewel in the Lotus", which William was
the first European to note.
William describes the temples as laid out in an east-west
direction with the doors on the south side.

To the north was

an alcove where "they place a chest, long and wide like a
table, and

behind the chest,

they

place their chief idol

facing south.William says that he heard from a Nestorian
about an idol in China so large that it could be seen from two
days' distance.

William continued his description of the

temple as follows:

The other idols they set all round; they are all
most beautifully gilded.
On top of the chest,
which is at the same time a kind of table, they
place lights and their offerings....
They also
have large bells like us.®^

The temples were always surrounded by a courtyard which was
surrounded by a wall with a gate that faced the south.

Over

the gate they erected a tall pole which was visible from the
entire town and which identified the temple.

^^Rubruck XXIV, 5; Dawson, 138.
^^Rubruck XXIV, 5; Dawson, 138-9.

William accused
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the Buddhists of using characters written on paper in their
witchcraft which was why their temples were filled with pithy
sayings hung everywhere.

Finally, William notes that the

Buddhist burn their dead.
William recorded

a

few discussions that

he

had

with

Buddhists prior to confronting them in the Khan's debate.
Much of what William learned about the Buddhists, he learned
by observation.

He boldly walked into the first temple that

he encountered during
stupid practices".
on

his

hand

his journey in order "to see their

A man inside the temple had a cross marked

which

made

William,

who

had

not

previously

encountered Buddhists, assume that the man must have been a
Christian, and asked the man several questions to verify his
Christianity.

Although William came to believe that the man

was a Christian, he was communicating through the interpreter
whom he had found so inadequate on other occasions.

Rockhill

has suggested that this cross may have been a swastika which
he

frequently

saw

tattooed

on

the

hands

of

Mongols

and

Tibetans when he visited in

the nineteenth c e n t u r y . A t

this

William

point

in the

journey,

had

not

yet

begun to

distrust his interpreter's skills.

Given William's later

complaints

short-comings,

about

this

interpreter's

it

is

unlikely that William really received clear answers to his questions.
^^Rockhill, William Woodville, trans.. The Journey of
William of Rubruck to the Eastern Parts of the World, 1253-55
(London, 1900):142.
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Before the famous debate in the court of the Khan in
which

William

participated,

William

describes

another

discussion that he had with Uighur Buddhists when he walked
into

one

of

their

temples

and

began

questioning

them.

Although this conversation took place in a less public setting
than the debate, William demonstrated the same skills.
began

by

asking what they believed concerning God.

He
They

responded that they believed in one God, who was spirit, and
had never assumed human nature.

William in turn asked why the

statues they dedicated to Him had a human body and why there
were so many of them.

They answered that when a rich person

died they made an effigy and placed it in the temple.

William

asked if this was done to curry the favor of men and the
Buddhists replied that no, it was done to commemorate the
dead.

Although these statues may have been commemorative,

they were undoubtedly representations of deities, rather than
effigies.^^

Again

it

misunderstanding from
turned
God?".

seems

that

William

his translator.

the questioning on

William,

acquired

this

The Buddhists then

asking

him,

"Where is

But he turned this question around and asked them in

response, "Where is your soul?"

When they replied "In our

bodies," William asked them,

® Earlier in the Itinerarium, William had correctly
identified the statues in the temples as idols. Rubruck XXIV,
5; Dawson, pg. 138.
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Is it not everywhere in your body?
Does it not
rule the whole and yet it is not see?
Similarly
God
is
everywhere
and
governs
all
things;
Nevertheless He is invisible, for He is intellect
and wisdom.®^

At this point the discussion broke down because William's
interpreter, claiming to be tired and incapable of finding the
right words, refused to continue.

Since by William's own

admission, his interpreter was having trouble translating, we
know that William reported a garbled version of the theology
of the priests to whom he was speaking.

What is clear from

this incident is that William was willing to march into any
temple and begin arguing with whomever he encountered about
the

most

central

tenants

of

their

theology.

This

confrontational approach to spreading his religion may have
had a lot to do with why the Mongols decided to send William
back to King Louis.
In the religious debate organized by Mongke, William's
principal opponent was a Buddhist.
the earliest

mention of

Since William's report is

Buddhists recorded

in a

European

source, more attention has been given to this incident than
any other.

It is also the climactic event around which the

whole narrative of the Itinerarium centers.

As previously

stated, the Khan ordered the Christians, Muslims and Buddhists
to hold a meeting where they would debate the truth of their

^^Rubruck XXV, 8; Dawson, 140-1.
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beliefs.

At first the Nestorians were to be the principle

representatives of Christianity in this debate.

When the

Nestorians told William of their plan to argue first with the
Muslims, he pointed out that the Muslims could be their allies
against the Buddhists if they were to start by proving that
there was but one God.

He also pointed out to the Nestorians

that they would not be able to win the debate by arguing
purely

from

Christian

scripture because the others did

scripture.

Convinced

by

these

not

believe

arguments,

the

Nestorians decided it would be best to use William as their
principal debater.
The

question

throughout

the

of

language

Ibinerarium,

understanding this debate.

and

was
it

important
is

to

William

important

to

our

William used the services of a

more capable interpreter for this debate.

This interpreter

was the previously mentioned son of Master William, the French
goldsmith.

Even though this interpreter may have spoken both

French and Mongolian with native fluency, it is questionable
how comfortable he would have been translating the arguments
of two theologians.

The Buddhist priest, who was Chinese, not

Mongolian, also used an interpreter.

Therefore, even though

William had a better interpreter than on other occasions,
every argument needed to be translated twice.
remember that

William

wrote down what

We must also

he remembered of

debate that had taken place more than a year earlier.

a

It is
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therefore not surprising that the Buddhist arguments William
records have little resemblance to arguments that we would
expect a Buddhist to make.

What the Itinerarium presents is

a seeming parody of Buddhist arguments that fit into the stock
arguments which William's education had prepared him to use
against

European

heretics.

The

Itinerarium

is

far

more

valuable as a record of how a particular Franciscan attempted
to argue against 'idolaters' than as a record of Chinese
Buddhist beliefs in the thirteenth century.
When first asked to participate in the debate, William
quoted Timothy II, saying that the servant of God ought not to
argue. Instead he agreed, "to give an account, without strife
or contentions, of the faith and hope of Christians to all who
ask."®^

Although he said that he would not argue, he turned

around and convinced the Nestorians that he should be their
principal representative since he knew more about debating
than they did.
The type of arguments that William used against nonChristians shows his training in dialectics. The universities
of Europe in William's day taught dialectical argument for use
against heathens, particularly Muslims and Manichaeans, and
William no doubt believed that this was an important way to
bring about conversions.

When William chose to give the

^^Rubruck XXXIII, 7; Dawson, 189: "Unde paratus sum sine
lite et contentione reddere rationem de fide et spe
christianorum omni poscenti."
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debate with the Buddhists priority over the debate with the
Muslims,

he described the Buddhists as "followers of the

Manichaean heresy that half of creation is evil and the other
half good."®^

This remark is important because it identifies

the real target of the arguments that William used in this
debate as Manichaeans — European religious sects like the
Carthars.

These were the groups that William's education

would have taught him to refute.
believed

in

two

forces

in

A statement that Buddhists
the

misrepresentation of Buddhist beliefs.

world

is

a

severe

When William argued

with the Buddhists, he was not arguing against their beliefs
as they described them, but against a characterization (or
possibly a mistranslation) of those beliefs that fitted with
the arguments that William had been taught to use.
When the debate started, the principal Buddhist asked
William which subject he would like to debate first — how the
world was made, or what happens to souls after death.

William

answered,

Friend, that ought not to be the beginning of our
disputation. All things are from God and He is the
source and head of all things; therefore we ought
first to speak of God, concerning Whom you have
different beliefs from us and Mongke wishes to know
whose are the best." The judges decided that this

^^Rubruck XXIII, 14; Dawson, 192: "Sunt enim omnes istius
heresis manicheorum, quod medietas rerum sit mala et alia
bona."
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was right.®®

William believed that he had proved the Christian God was
superior because the Buddhist conceded that none of their gods
was omnipotent.

William argued that of their gods, none was

able to save them from all dangers.

The Buddhists questioned

William as to where evil comes from if God is as he describes.
To this William replied that all things that are, are good.
Before asking where evil comes from they must ask what evil
is.^^

The Buddhists were unable to answer this question so

William abandoned arguing with them, assuming at this point
that they were defeated.

He then turned the argument with the

Muslims over to the Nestorians.
Muslims

As stated previously, the

refused to debate with the

Nestorians.

Although

William suggested that the Christians had won the debate, in
the end "not one of them said, 'I believe, I wish to become a
Christian'".

^^Rubruck XXXIII, 13; Dawson, 192: '"Amice istud non
debet esse initium nostri sermonis. A Deo sunt omnia, et ipse
est fons et capud omnium; unde primo debemus loqui de Deo, de
quo vos aliter sentitis quam nos, et Mangu vult cognoscere qui
melius credant.' Tunc iudicaverunt arbitri quod hoc iustum
esset."
^^William states, "Falsum est qui fecit malum, non est
Deus. Et omnia quecumque sunt, bona sunt.... Tu male queris,
primo debes querere quid sit malum, quam queras unde sit: sed
revertere ad primam questionem, utrum credas quod aliquis Deus
sit omnipotens, et postea respondebo tibi ad omnia que
volueris querere." (Rubruck XXXIV, 18).
This quotation
demonstrates William's familiarity with the Augustinian idea
that evil is the privation of good.
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Since William's report is the only surviving record of
this debate, the descriptions of other debates, those betv^een
the Taoists and the Buddhists, are important aids for judging
William's

accuracy.

If

it

vfere

not

for

the

evidence

concerning other comparable debates that took place under the
auspices

of

the

Mongol

court,we

might

be

forced

to

question the very existence of an event that surely sounded
incredible

to

his

readers.

Chinese

courts

had

a

long

tradition of sponsoring religious debates and since we have
Chinese descriptions of debates between Taoists and Buddhists
in the Mongol court, it is very reasonable to assume that
William

was

indeed

present

in

the

Mongol

court

when

a

religious debate was held.

It also seems reasonable that the

Nestorians,

the Muslims

Buddhists and

would

be the

three

groups that would participate in such a debate in Mongke's
court.

Finally, William's description of the debate squares

well with the descriptions of debates in the Chinese sources.

In his report to King Louis, when William labeled the
Buddhists

as

Manichaeans,

he

is

identifying

Buddhists

as

heretics. Whereas he refrained from describing the Nestorians
^°The most important of these Chinese sources is
translated in Igor de Rachewiltz, "The Hsi-yu-lu by Yeh-lu
Ch'u-ts'ai", Monumenta Serica 21 (1962): 1-128,
Earlier
debates are mentioned in Li Chih-ch'ang, The Travels of an
Alchemist: The Journey of the Taoist ch'ang-ch'un from China
to the Hindukush at the summons of Chingis Khan, trans. Arthur
Waley (London, 1931).
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or

shamans

as

heretics,

Buddhists as such.

he

was

willing

to

identify

the

He may have been willing to consider

Nestorians as allies and did not require the elimination of
the shamans,
Buddhists
Mongolia.

but

was

he believed that the elimination of the

necessary

to

the

Catholic

conversion

of
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7. THE ITINERARIUM AS A SOURCE FOR WORLD HISTORY

William wrote a report of considerable length which is
both exceptionally readable and informative. It is therefore
not surprising that historians have tried to elevate William's
meeting with the
significance.

Mongol Khan to an incident of worldwide

Nonetheless, we must not lose sight of the fact

that this incident was ignored by both European as well as
Asian chroniclers of the period.

It was only in light of

later European attempts at colonizing Asia that
journey was seen to be significant.

William's

The earliest historians

to rely on William's report used it almost exclusively for
information on the political and
Mongol empire.

military

aspects of the

This group includes Roger Bacon and Edward

Gibbon as well as many nineteenth and early twentieth century
writers

on

world

history.

These

historians

have

not

critically examined the Itinerarium and will be passed over in
what

follows.

Instead we will analyze those authors who

actually examine the events described in the Itinerarium,
grouping

them

according

to

the

common

features

in

their

approach to the source.
Early reports from Asia, such as that of Marco Polo,
suggest that Chinese culture may have been superior in many
ways

to

European

culture,

but

in

light

of

subsequent

historical developments, some historians have searched the
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Itinerarium for evidence of early European superiority
critical areas.

in

These historians have looked in William's

report for what it was about European culture that enabled
Europeans to dominate trade relations with Asian countries in
later centuries.
to

use

The most prominent author who has attempted

the Itinerarium

in this way

is

Richard

Southern.

Richard Fox Young and Leonardo Olschki have similarly used the
Itinerarium.
In his book, Western Views of Islam in the Middle Ages,
Southern characterized William's debate as a demonstration of
the superiority of European university training in dialectic
to what he called, "Eastern rote training."

Southern states:

The long preparation through which the schools of
the West had been grinding for a hundred years and
more was at last bearing fruit. William of Rubroek
knew how to debate on theological matters and his
opponents did not. The debate encouraged the view
that the dialectical victory could be fairly easily
achieved. But it also showed that dialectic must
be supported by a knowledge of languages if it was
to be effective at the level of world affairs.
Then again, "it threw a great deal of light on the
friends and enemies of Christendom: it helped to
create a picture of the Nestorians as simple men
without guile, inexperienced in argument, who
needed to be taken by the hand and led along; of
the Buddhists as men with very little to say for
themselves that could not be easily answered; and
of the Moslems as men near to Christianity,
potential
allies
intellectually
if
not
militarily.

^^Southern, R.W., Western Views of Islam in the Middles
Ages (Cambridge, Mass., 1962):51.
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Southern

accepts

William

as the conclusive winner of the

debate for the same reason that William feels confident about
the outcome: both stem from the Western academic tradition and
agree on what constitutes a convincing argument.

Southern

ignores the fact that William did not change his adversaries'
or the Khan's

beliefs and that

immediately

following

the

debate the Khan expelled William from his realm.
Southern's assessment of William's views of the Buddhists
is essentially correct.

According to William's description,

the

brings

Buddhist

differentiate
Christians and
without

priest
the

Buddhists'

Muslims,

argument.

up

beliefs

accepting

William

several
from

issues
those

William's stock

characterized

the

that

of

the

answers

Buddhists'

arguments in terms of what he had been taught to argue against
rather than trying to understand the position of his opponent.
By doing so, it was easy for William to feel that he had won,
an

assessment

Southern does.

which

the

Khan

clearly

did

not

share,

Southern is only interested in demonstrating

the success of Western dialectic in arguing with infidels.
relies on

but

William's assessment of

He

the debate rather than

relying on the assessment of the audience whom the arguments
were meant to persuade.

Southern fails for the same reason

that William failed: he believes that William's simplistic
characterization of his opponent's arguments did justice to
them and he does not attempt to understand what constituted a
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convincing argument for William's audience.
Richard Fox Young has also examined the debate between
William and the Buddhist in some detail and developed a more
subtle argument.Young recognizes that the Buddhists won
in view of the fact that immediately following the debate the
Khan refused William's request to preach in Mongolia and sent
him back to King Louis.

He argues that the willingness of the

Buddhists to adapt their religion to the shaman's world view
made it a preferable choice to Mongke Khan.

Young calls this

willingness of the Buddhists to include local deities into
their pantheon "inclusivism".

Young argues that it was not

because of any character flaw of William's, or any weakness in
Christianity, that he was refused permission to stay.

Rather

it was because of what Young characterized as the "strength"
of Christianity.

He shows that Buddhism

succeeded

where

Christianity failed because Buddhism was willing to accept the
truths of indigenous religions.

Young's arguments ignore the

fact that many Christians were permitted to remain in Qara
Qorum

and

that

the

Itinerarium

clearly

demonstrates

how

argumentative William was.
Another

author

who

has

searched

William's

text

for

^^Young, Richard Fox. "Deus Unus or Dei Plures Sunt? The
Function of Inclusivism in the Buddhist Defense of Mongol Folk
Religion Against William of Rubruck (1254)." Journal of
Ecumenical Studies 26:1. (Winter 1989):100-137.
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evidence
Olschki

of
uses

European

superiority

William's

is

description

Leonardo

of

the

Olschki^^.

giant

silver

fountain that William Buchier built for the Khan as an example
of the technological superiority of European craftsman.

His

argument is very questionable because William makes no claims
that this fountain is superior to Asian crafts.
described

the

William

fountain in such detail as a tribute to a

Frenchman who was able to attain some status in Qara Qorum,
who befriended William and supported his efforts.
never suggested

that

Chinese

craftsmen

products inferior to Master William's.

may

have

William
produced

He only wished to

demonstrate that at least this one European had skills that
were recognized by the Mongols.
Many

other

modern

authors

have

looked

to

William's

mission as an example of how early Franciscan missions were
carried out. These analyses frequently ignore or downplay the
failure of William's mission while portraying William as an
exemplary Franciscan.

This is one of the most common views of

the Itinerarium. John Moorman, Christopher Dawson (the editor
of the most widely distributed English translation of the
Itinerarium)

and

three

important

French

historians,

Jean

Richard, Paul Pelliot and Jean Dauvillier, all look at William
in this way.

7

All of these treatments show a sympathy with

'•^Olschki, Leonardo, Guillaume Boucher: A French Artist
at the Court of the Khans (Baltimore, 1946).
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William's

goal

of

carrying

a Franciscan

mission

to

'the

heathen' and most of what they say about the Itinerarium is
indeed correct; where they fall short is in what they do not
say.

They tend to cite the sufferings that William reported

as evidence of his exemplary efforts without examining the
intended

audience

for his

report.

They

ignore

that

his

mission was a failure and that William was trying to shield
himself from blame.

This group of historians shares with the

previous group a distinctly Eurocentric viewpoint, ignoring
William's foibles because they believe that the significance
of

his

mission

lies

in

the

'accomplishments'

of

Western

Christendom.
The last category
William
writer.

are

those

who

of

historians who have

laud

William's

skills

written on

as

a

travel

These are the most recent treatments of William's

account and they have significantly influenced the conclusions
of this paper.

Igor de Rachewiltz in Papal Envoys to the

Great Khans recounts the narrative of William's journey with
a

limited

analysis

of

William's

motivations.

Rachewiltz

concludes:

William's failure was largely due to his own
uncompromising attitude, and his sincere but
tactless criticism of the other doctrines.
This
attracted the enmity of the Moslems and the
antagonism of the Nestorians who, very friendly at
first, later came to regard him as a trouble maker.
Mongke too seems to have found him too zealous and
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overbearing.
Rachewiltz is interested in the drama of William's story and
that drama centers around the failure of the mission.

For

Rachewiltz, William's mission was the antithesis of how a
Franciscan mission should have been carried out, but this is
what makes it interesting.
Peter Jackson is far more sympathetic to William in the
introduction to his translation of the Itinerarium.

Jackson

recognizes that William's mission was a complete failure but
attributes the failure to the difficulties that William had in
communicating

with

shortcomings in

the

Mongols,

rather

William's personality.

than

to

any

He identifies the

importance of the Itinerarium as a source recording a great
many facts about the world during a period of great upheaval.
Of the authors who have emphasized the success of the
Itinerarium as travel literature, none has praised it more
highly than Mary Campbell.
and

intelligent

piece"

She refers to it as "a beautiful
of

medieval

travel

writing.

Campbell lauds William's successful plot development, while
ignoring why he wrote it.

She recognized that William's most

significant advance over other medieval accounts of travel in

^^achewiltz, I. de. Papal Envoys to the Great Khans
(Stanford, 1971):137.
^^Campbell, Mary B. The Witness and the Other World:
Exotic European Travel Writing, 400-1600 (Ithaca and London,
1988): 112-121.
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Asia

is in describing

culture.

an event rather than a

place or a

William tells the tale of what happened during his

mission in a first person account, reflecting his personal
reactions to what he saw and heard.

What Campbell fails to

recognize is why William found it necessary to describe so
many of the details of his experiences.

The reason that the

plot of the Itinerarium is so compelling is because of the
conflict inherent in William's attempt to avoid responsibility
for the

failure of the

mission.

Campbell

is correct

in

recognizing that the Itinerarium is compelling to read, but
she failed

to identify

why

this is so.

William was not

attempting to write a literary work, he wrote an informative
report that explained why his mission failed and that provided
information useful to future missions.
Most of the aforementioned authors agree that William's
debate with the Buddhist is the climactic event of his visit
to the Mongol camp in Qara Qorum.

These readings of William

accept the idea that he was reporting incidents with complete
impartiality.

In writing the Itinerarium, William was trying

to show how he had prepared the ground for future missions to
complete the conversions that he sought to make when he went
to Mongol lands.
success
baptism.
six

at

William

convincing

admits to having

individuals

to

little

accept

a

or no

Catholic

In his travels of almost two years, he baptized only

individuals,

three of whom

were children of

Catholic
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captives.

William always showed more interest in preaching to

the most powerful members of Mongol society than to the common
slaves, thus ignoring the original goal of his mission.
It was critical to William's description of his mission
to Louis that he include an event where he presented Catholic
doctrine to the very highest levels of authority in the Mongol
camp.

William needed the debate to help justify his mission.

The message that he relayed from the Khan back to King Louis
stated that the Franks should submit to the divine will of
Chinggis Khan and his successors.
those

that

had

been

proceeded William.

brought

This message was similar to

back

by

the

friars

who

had

Joinville says in his book, La vie de

Saint Louis, that after Andrew of Longjumeau returned from the
court of the Khan with a demand for total capitulation, "His
Majesty, I can assure you, bitterly regretted that he ever
sent his envoys to the great King of the Tartars."^®

William

had originally been sent to Sartaq on the Mongol frontier and
it was critical that he emphasize as he traveled east that he
claimed no diplomatic status.

William was eventually able to

travel as far as Qara Qorum because the Mongol generals were
unwilling to make a decision independent of the Khan and
because of William's own assertiveness.

Although William

denied that he was an ambassador, he carried messages from

Shaw, Joinville and Villehardouin: Chronicles of
the Crusades (London, 1963): 288.
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Louis to the Mongols and back, and the Mongols gave him an
escort as a political emissary during his travels in the lands
that they controlled.

In all likelihood, William denied that

he claimed to be an emissary to keep from upsetting the King
and to remain faithful to his original mission.

It is obvious

that the Mongols did treat him as a political emissary and
William was more than willing to use this perception as a
means to achieving his ends.
William may have had high standards for verification of
the facts that he reports, doubting almost anything that he
has not personally seen.

But when he assessed the religious

practices of other groups, he was not an impartial observer.
He

remained

faithful

Christianity in Asia.

to

the

advancement

of

Western

William's final recommendation that no

other friars be sent as he had been, but rather that the Pope
should

send

an

demonstrates that

official

embassy

he knew his

headed

mission had

by

a

bishop,

not

succeeded.

Fifteen years later, Niccolo Polo would return to Venice with
a message from Kubilai Khan that the pope should
send up to a hundred men learned in the Christian
religion, well versed in the seven arts, and
skilled to argue and demonstrate plainly to
idolaters and those of other persuasions that their
religion is utterly mistaken and that all the idols
which they keep in their houses and worship are
things of the Devil.

^^Ronald Latham,
(London, 1958): 36.

trans..

The

Travels

of

Marco

Polo
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The

channels

William's

of

communication

pessimism

there

remained

were

open,

several

more

and

despite

successful

missions to China in the century following William's journey.
But none of these missions came close to achieving William's
goal of converting the highest levels of Mongol society.

None

of the Khans or Ilkhans of the Mongolian empire ever became
Christian.
To understand William's behavior during his mission, one
must be aware of the Franciscan rules on poverty and realize
that he was acting when the living memory of Francis still
governed the actions of many in the order.

William was always

balancing his vow of poverty against his attempt to gain an
audience with the most powerful ruler in the world.

William

repeatedly describes how he refused all gifts offered to him,
but he showed little of another Franciscan virtue, humility.
William made this entire journey in the company of Bartholomew
of Cremona, but gave him no credit for any activity besides
becoming ill on the journey.
acting alone.

William, by his own account, was

He showed a flair for practicing his vow of

poverty when it was most effective for drawing attention to
himself, the most dramatic example being the scene where the
friars walked

barefoot during the middle of the Mongolian

winter.
During his last audience with Mongke, William requested
that after he had delivered Mongke's message to Louis, he be
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permitted to return to preach to poor Christians.

Mongke

replied that he could return if his masters should send him
back, but we know William reappeared in Europe several years
later and it seems unlikely that he ever returned to the
Mongols.^®

It appears this request was another instance of

William trying to show Louis how he always remained true to
his original mission.
to live

exemplary

personality
admission

Whereas Francis exhorted his followers

lives,

is such that

to the

highest

modeled
he

after

appears to

levels of

Christ,

William's

believe

political

that

power

his
is

a

crucial measure of success.
William's mission is frequently portrayed in books on
world history as a significant early event in the history of
European and East Asian relations.

William's journey actually

had little if any effect on those relations.

William is

mentioned in two medieval European sources but not in any
known

Asian sources.William

may

have brought

Louis a

demand for submission from the Khan, but this was not the
first of these demands.

And since the Mongols were never to

attack Europe again in a large force, this demand was of
little consequence.

William has provided useful information

^^Roger Bacon reports that he discussed what William had
seen in Mongolia with William, see Roger Bacon, ed. John Henry
Bridges, The 'Opus Majus' of Roger Bacon (Frankfurt/Main,
1964), I, 303, 305, 356, 400,
Jackson, 40.
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on society in Central Asia during the height of the Mongol
empire, but these facts are not the most important elements of
the Itinerarium for us.

The real significance is in the fact

that it constitutes a source that preserves the activities and
aspirations of this one man as he tried to make his own impact
on the rapidly changing world about him.

There is little

doubt that the crusading activities of the European armies and
the creation of an extended empire by the Mongols in Asia were
events of wide-ranging consequence. William experienced these
events first hand and left a written record that allows us to
see his unsuccessful attempt to affect them.

William and

other missionaries who journeyed to the Mongol camps had hopes
of winning the allegiance of the Mongols through religious
conversion.

The Mongols readily accepted these missions on

the assumption that they would return to their sponsors with
tales of Mongol invincibility and a resulting willingness to
offer terms of submission.

William's report shows how one

man's personal ambition placed him between these forces and
how his aspirations were confounded by the conflicting goals
of the powerful rulers at either end of his journey.
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